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Chapter 801 - Battle City Battle 

  

This battle not only defeated the conspiracy of Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu, hit the morale of Wang Teng 

and Li Xiuyu’s troops to the bottom, but also caused the enemy’s elite troops to suffer heavy losses. 1.6 

million people participated in the slaughter, with a killing value. Drop at least 2 pieces of equipment 

when you die. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the equipment below the ground and said to Tu Feng around him: “On the logistics 

team, take the fortress back by the way.” 

 

“Yes.” Tu Feng excitedly ordered 100 players around him to jump down with a parachute. In the face of 

equipment on the ground, 100 people picked up the equipment for 2 hours before picking up the 

equipment. He sent a message to Lu Yang and said, “Yes. Get together the 270,000 Blood Demon 

Temple Set. “ 

 

At this time, Lu Yang was leading 2.4 million players toward the Jade Dragon Fortress in Running City, 

and said, “Half of them are sent to me, and half of them are sent to Zhuoji.” 

 

The turbid wine poured in with another 2.2 million people under the Canglang Fortress, forcing Li Xiuyu 

not to send troops to rescue the 3 million people Wang Teng was staying at the Jade Dragon Fortress. 

 

Xiao Liang was still guarding Tianmenguan with 20,000 guards. 

 

Shooting Sirius took 1 million troops to the middle of St. Gall and Beifeng City to set up a defensive 

formation. 

 

For a time, Beifeng City and Benliu City were besieged by Lu Yang on three sides. 

 

“Boss, why do we come to attack the Jade Dragon Fortress, isn’t it good to hit Canglang Fortress 

directly?” Bai Lang asked curiously. 

 



Lu Yang said with a smile: “Among all the fortresses, the location of the Jade Dragon Fortress is very 

important. It is the only way to the iceberg city. This time I will lay the Jade Dragon Fortress and cut off 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu’s escape route to the elves. They fought against me and completely broke up 

their guild. “ 

 

Only by eliminating these two guilds can Lu Yang securely occupy Beifeng City and Benliu City, otherwise 

there will be too much trouble in the future. 

 

Inside the Guild Hall of Zijin King City. 

 

The dead grass looked at the map and frowned deeply, saying: “It’s not easy. The guild players of Wang 

Teng and Li Xiuyu were not as well equipped as Lu Yang. This time, 1.6 million troops were wiped out 

and the equipment was lost. Even worse than Lu Yang. “ 

 

For example, Yue Taishan said: “At the time of the last major battle, Lu Yang’s 100,000 level 60 blood 

demon temple transfer players made Lu Yang the strongest guild in the human race. 

 

After such a long period of development, at least 2 million of his men are wearing blood demon temple 

suits, and players wearing immortal equipment will not be less than 20,000. “ 

 

Liu Jie frowned and said, “Is there any solution?” 

 

Apache proudly said, “I have a way to keep it, but I can’t attack it.” 

 

Liu Jie said in surprise: “Now you can hold on even if you win.” 

 

Apache came to the map and said, “Although Lu Yang’s troops are here, they must not be able to fight 

for a long time. Our first point is to survive tonight. When we fight again tomorrow, the morale of Lu 

Yang’s troops will be low. Many, Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu are also easier to defend. “ 

 

“How to do it?” Liu Jie asked. 

 



Apache said: “The Jade Dragon Fortress has 200 fortress guns and more than 4,000 arrow towers. There 

should be no problems with Wang Teng’s garrison. It should be noted that Li Xiuyu, once Lu Yang 

storms, Li Xiuyu must send a million Human forces sneaked in from the side. “ 

 

Liu Jie said: “The turbid wine is dumped with 3 million people behind the Canglang Fortress, and Li Xiuyu 

cannot send someone to support it.” 

 

Apache said: “I bet that the unit where the turbid wine is poured out must not be the strongest lineup, 

and there will be no special forces such as the cursed mage and Starfury Druid. As long as there are no 

such people, turbid wine No matter how strong the attack is, Li Xiuyu can stop it with only 2 million 

people. “ 

 

Liu Jie said, “That makes sense, I and Li Xiuyu said.” 

 

Canglang Fortress over the city. 

 

Li Xiuyu was a little hesitant to listen to Liu Jie’s phone call, but the nostalgia beside him nodded and 

said, “The analysis makes sense, and I agree to send someone to support.” 

 

Li Xiuyu said, “Well then, I’ll take someone personally.” 

 

Liu Jie said: “Brothers, we must survive this day, as long as we survive tonight, the fortress can keep it.” 

 

Li Xiuyu sighed and said, “I’ll do my best.” 

 

Looking at the Iron Brother Brothers players under the city, Li Xiuyu felt so helpless for the first time. He 

used to look at Lu Yang as if he was looking at an ant, a poor boy, and how strong he can be. 

 

Now, he dares not to have a slight contempt for Lu Yang. It is not yet that Lu Yang sends troops to attack 

him. Lu Yang has just sent one of his three vice-chairmen to make his 3 million people unable to move in 

the fortress. 

 



Wang Teng called and said, “Li Shao, thank you, you can still support me at this time.” 

 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu originally planned well. Laying the Tumen fortress and grabbing Luyang’s 

hundreds of thousands of equipment to equip their troops can narrow the gap between them and Lu 

Yang. Unfortunately, they were buried by Lu Yang. Become bigger. 

 

Li Xiuyu asked, “How are you there, how confident are you to keep it?” 

 

Wang Teng said: “If you keep it, it should not be a problem. I have 200 fortress cannons and 4,000 arrow 

towers. Lu Yang dares to attack, and I can destroy him at any time.” 

 

Li Xiuyu said, “I’ll send someone here.” 

 

Li Xiuyu’s troops were originally divided into two parts, one was the original guild player of the silk 

language, and the other was Li Xiuyu’s player. 

 

“You are optimistic about the fortress and tell me something in a timely manner.” Li Xiuyu said to Sisi. 

 

“You can rest assured,” said Sisi. 

 

Li Xiuyu nodded and flew to Linshan Fortress with 1 million ordinary players. Lu Yang arrived at Yulong 

Fortress in one step. 

 

Li Xiuyu let his men back to the fortress 5 kilometers away, and he entered the fortress. 

 

Wang Teng personally greeted Li Xiuyu into the fortress at the door and said excitedly, “Li Shao, brother 

I thank you.” 

 

Li Xiuyu said, “You’re welcome, is Lu Yang here?” 

 



Wang Teng said, “It hasn’t arrived yet. It is estimated that it will take half an hour. After all, more than 2 

million people can’t get up.” 

 

“Let’s go to the city and have a look.” Li Xiuyu said. 

 

The two came to the wall on the east side of the Jade Dragon Fortress together. 

 

The topography of the Jade Dragon Fortress is very special. On the east side of the city wall, there is a 

large river called the Long Nu River. It is a large river formed by melting snow water on the top of the 

Tianji Mountain and converging through dozens of tributaries. 

 

The river is wide and can be used for boating, but the dozens of tributaries on the upper reaches of the 

Longnu River are rugged and steep mountains, so that the two bosses of Ice Island and Hot Spring City 

can easily occupy the Ice Mountain City. Run down and attack here. 

 

“Hey, the Long Nu River on the east side is a natural barrier, and Lu Yang can never come from here.” Li 

Xiuyu said. 

 

“I think so too,” Wang Teng said. “With less defensive pressure, we will be a lot easier.” 

 

When the two were talking, heavy rain began to fall in the sky full of clouds, and the thunder of thunder 

sounded, as if someone was pouring water from the sky, and the rain was so large that it almost 

couldn’t open their eyes. 

 

“Why did it rain so much?” Wang Teng quickly took Li Xiuyu to hide inside the tower and said. 

 

Li Xiuyu patted the rain on her body and said indifferently: “You don’t know, this place is like this, it will 

enter the rainy season every three months, and the rainfall is very heavy.” 

 

Wang Teng nodded and said, “I thought what skills Lu Yangfang was using, shit, this **** was scared.” 

 



Li Xiuyu said with a smile: “He still has the ability to control the weather. Don’t think about it. Such a 

heavy rain is good for us. More than 2 million people in Lu Yang are standing outside. Although it is a 

game, it can be such a heavy rain It’s also uncomfortable to play. “ 

 

“Second World” is highly simulated reality. Such heavy rain will make the ground muddy, especially the 

steppe outside the fortress. 

 

Wang Teng’s expression of joy appeared on his face, and said, “Hey, this is called heaven help me too. I 

really hope this heavy rain doesn’t stop, so that Lu Yang’s troops can’t attack us.” 

 

Li Xiuyu said happily: “Hurry up, maybe Lu Yang will retreat himself.” 

 

“嘭” 

 

Qu Han pushed the door open and ran in, saying, “There is a problem.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Wang Teng asked, and now he was most afraid of seeing Qu Han suddenly come in, 

and he was fine every time. 

 

Qu Han said: “Did you not notice that the water level outside did not rise even after such a heavy rain?” 

 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu stared blankly at the river surface on the east side. There should be no change 

in the amount of water flow. 

 

“This is just a game. Can it be so perfect? It rains heavily and the water level can rise.” Li Xiuyu asked. 

 

“How impossible. This is an imaginary game. How can the water level not rise when dozens of 

mountain streams merge?” Qu Han asked. 

 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu were a little embarrassed. 

 



“So what, does it matter if it goes up or not?” Li Xiuyu asked. 

 

Qu Han shook his head and said, “I’m not sure, but I feel that this is not a good thing. It may be that Lu 

Yang is doing a trick, and he is very likely to come over from Dongchengmen.” 

 

Wang Teng looked at the 50 fortress cannons and more than 800 arrow towers on the east wall, and 

said proudly: “Don’t be kidding, this fortress cannon hits the other side of the river, the arrow tower can 

hit half of the river. Come across the river and die before waiting for it. “ 

 

Li Xiuyu said with a smile: “Head of Qu, don’t worry so much. I can guarantee that this fortress will never 

be shot down Qu Han didn’t speak. At this moment, the surface of the Long Nu River suddenly started. 

Rise, much higher than the original water level. 

 

“Boss, the water is coming up,” shouted the black blood under the city. 

 

Qu Han looked at the water level and found that it really rose a lot. 

 

“How suddenly it rose.” Qu Han said to himself. 

 

Wang Teng said: “It’s not normal to go up. Don’t worry about it. Go and inspect the other three gates.” 

 

Qu Han shook his head and went out. 

 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu looked at each other, and they laughed, thinking that Qu Han was frightened. 

 

However, what they didn’t know was that Lu Yang’s army was gathering there, 2 kilometers from the 

Long Nu River upstream of the east wall of the Jade Dragon Fortress. 

 

All players are required to ban the use of chat tools, and what each of them does is very simple, that is, 

throwing stones at more than twenty flowing mountains to block them. 

 



  

  

  

 

Chapter 802 - Scolding 

  

These people are blocking the mountains. On the other side, 500 star-druid druids are sitting along the 

Long Nu River every 500 meters. There is a word in their mouths that they do n’t know what spell, but 

every time a note appears in their mouth, the sky There was a flash of lightning in the middle, and the 

heavy rain was a bit heavier. 

 

“Boss, why do you let us block these mountains, and let the druids use the weather to control the rain?” 

Zhou Tianyan asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Today the boss teaches you a new play, called terrain play.” 

 

“Terrain play?” Zhou Tianyan scratched his head in puzzlement. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You will understand in a while, continue to fill the stones, each mountain stream must be 

piled to 20 meters high.” 

 

“Yes.” The more than 20 heads responsible for filling the stones answered at the same time. 

 

The mountain stream was blocked by 20 meters and it would become more than 20 reservoirs. Once 

these reservoirs were penetrated at the same time, a dam break would occur and the downstream 

Yulong Fortress would be flooded with water. 

 

Lu Yang’s purpose this time is to flood the Jade Dragon Fortress! 

 

The druid knows how to control the weather, and can make heavy rain fall in the running city that was 

already in the rainy season. In this way, the water level can rise to the height required by Lu Yang in less 

than three hours. 



 

Seeing that there was no problem here, Lu Yang waved and said, “The people who built the dam stayed, 

and the rest followed me to the Yulong Fortress.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

More than 2 million people marched forward in the storm, and soon came under the east wall of the 

Jade Dragon Fortress. 

 

“Boss, Lu Yang’s army is here.” Black blood rushed into the tower to report. 

 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu, who were chatting inside the tower, had already seen the troops in the heavy 

rain in the distance. 

 

“Hey, Lu Yang really dared to come, it turned out to be the east wall.” Wang Teng walked out of the 

tower and came to the battlement next to him. 

 

Opposite the Longnu River, Lu Yang rode the Red Flame Lion King to the riverside, watching Wang Teng 

and Li Xiuyu on the head of the city, and said, “Two people, wasn’t the battle that was just a good one?” 

 

Wang Teng was furious, referring to Lu Yang and cursing: “If you have a species, you will attack the city.” 

 

Lu Yang pointed sharply at Wang Teng and said, “Wang Teng, you remember, I will lay down all your 

strongholds, dismantle your guild, and let you roll back to Liu Jie, and even let him be a dog for Liu Jie I 

hate you. “ 

 

The deep-rooted hatred made Wang Teng couldn’t help taking a nap. He didn’t know how he offended 

Lu Yang. He let Lu Yang hate him to this extent, although he wanted to use the real forces to clean up Lu 

Yang more than once. But he never found Lu Yang’s address. 

 

But where did he know that in the last life, Liu Jie killed someone with Lu Yang ’s parents and killed Xiao 

Liang who blocked the bullet for him in the Lingtang. Lu Yang ’s hatred for Liu Jie was not only deep in 

the bone marrow, then It is the hatred that would rather go to **** than bring him into hell. 



 

Wang Teng felt scared for the first time, and Lu Yang’s eyes made him deeply afraid. 

 

Li Xiuyu saw that Wang Teng looked a little scornful, and laughed and pointed at Landing Yang and 

cursed, “What are you doing in that pose, thinking that we will be afraid of you? We have 3 million 

people. If you have the patience, come to attack the city.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and looked at him and said, “Li Xiuyu, do you think I will let you go? Do you remember, 

Li Xiuyu, I will personally destroy your guild, and then bankrupt your family. I will let you taste it. Do all 

the pain in this world. “ 

 

Li Xiuyu laughed and said, “It’s just a big joke that you just want to make my family go bankrupt when 

you play a game. Do you know how much my family has, tens of billions, what do you pretend to be with 

me? ,what.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Do you have a lot, do you know how much I have? You dare offend me, you dare to 

provoke my lover, Li Xiuyu, and soon you will know if the words I said are true.” 

 

In the previous life, Lan Xiu was deceived by Li Xiuyu, and eventually married Wang Rui, a waste of life. 

 

In the last life, Lu Yang was about to kill Li Xiuyu, but unfortunately he killed Liu Jie and was killed by the 

Liu family. He finally had this opportunity in this life. 

 

It won’t be long before the second mortgage crisis hits. The family of Li Xiuyu almost bankrupted in the 

previous life. The reason why he survived was because no one had time to attack them. In this life, Lu 

Yang had this time and this money. He To completely destroy Li Xiuyu. 

 

Li Xiuyu didn’t believe what Lu Yang said, and said sarcastically, “You lay down my fortress first, then say 

something, bragging.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered, he was not in a hurry, sitting on the back of the Red Flame Lion King and watching Li 

Xiuyu and Wang Teng on the city head, both of them were uncomfortable by Lu Yang. 

 



Staring at it for half an hour, Li Xiuyu couldn’t help but scolded: “Whether you can’t fight, just roll if you 

don’t, what are you doing here?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “What’s the matter, let’s wait.” 

 

The heavy rain in the sky has been reduced a lot, almost turned into drizzle. The water level of the 

Longnu River can be seen from the bottom of the river, as if the entire river has formed a large pit. 

 

Li Xiuyu, Wang Teng and Qu Han both discovered this problem. 

 

“No, why is there less river water after it rains, shouldn’t the water level rise?” Li Xiuyu asked. 

 

Wang Teng shook his head and didn’t know. Where can they think of, Lu Yang can use the actual play in 

the game to stop the upstream dam and lower the water level. 

 

Qu Han thought about it and said, “Will he block more than 20 mountain stream upstream, prepare to 

lower the water level to the lowest point, and then call directly?” 

 

Wang Teng scratched his head and said, “Can you fight like this?” 

 

Li Xiuyu stared at his eyes and said, “If Lu Yang does this, it is really possible.” 

 

“What then?” Wang Teng asked. 

 

Li Xiuyu said uncertainly: “It’s okay, just 200 fortress cannons piled up at the East Gate. How many 

people he came to die, isn’t it the same?” 

 

“That’s right,” Wang Teng said. 

 



Li Xiuyu snorted, pointing at the landing Yang and cursing: “Lu Yang, don’t think that you are blocking 

the upstream dam. We are afraid of you. Even if there is no water in Longnu River, you can’t hit the 

fortress We already know you Strategy. “ 

 

Lu Yang laughed when he heard what Li Xiuyu said, pointing at Li Xiuyu, “You are such a waste.” 

 

“You dare scold me.” Li Xiuyu scolded Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang waved and laughed and said, “Li Xiuyu, I’m not scolding you, but you are really a waste, you 

guessed it.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Li Xiuyu was puzzled. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I’m not trying to stop the dam from letting this river have water. I’m trying to stop the 

dam and let it go when the water level is high.” 

 

“Drain?” Li Xiuyu was even more puzzled. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I know you don’t understand what I’m going to do, but do you remember these people 

behind me?” 

 

The deep sea brought out 500 hatred masters with huge faces and looked at Li Xiuyu on the city. 

 

Li Xiuyu recognized the deep sea at a glance and said with a sneer, “It’s just a bunch of waste I don’t 

want. What are you going to do?” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 803 - Flooded Jade Dragon Fortress 



  

Lu Yang laughed loudly, and almost laughed with a stomachache. He pointed at Li Xiuyu and said, “You 

are so stupid. Today I will let you know how I used these people to destroy your Jade Dragon Fortress.” 

 

“On them?” Li Xiuyu said, “I’d like to see.” 

 

Pointing at Li Xiuyu before the deep sea scolded, “I will destroy Xiu Yujun myself, and I will never let you 

go.” 

 

Li Xiuyu looked at Shenhai with mercy, and said, “Don’t look at me like that. Your wife was taken away 

by someone but you can only blame you for being incompetent. What has to do with us.” 

 

The deep sea was so angry that he arched and said to Lu Yang, “Boss, I would like to lead the team to 

attack the city first.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the deep sea and asked, “Remember what I said to you and all of you Julang Master?” 

 

“Remember, you told me that it would make me avenge myself.” Shen Hai said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “After 2 minutes, I will order more than 20 players responsible for blocking the mountain 

stream to break the dam.” 

 

Deepwater and other 500 giant waves mage widened their eyes at the same time. 

 

“Boss, what do you do to break the dam?” Broken incomprehensible asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “More than 20 30-meter-high dams break at the same time. What do you think will happen 

here?” 

 

Broken Warriors opened his mouth wide and said, “It will become a sea of ocean outside the Jade 

Dragon Fortress.” 



 

Lu Yang said, “It’s very correct. Look at your tsunami skills. What’s the effect?” 

 

The deep sea and the shattered eyes widened in excitement. 

 

“Boss, if there is seawater, the skill damage range is doubled, and the cooling time is only 30 seconds.” 

Deep Ocean said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang rang a finger, opened the intercom and said to more than 20 heads, “Broken the dam, flooded.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

… 

 

More than 20 people responded at the same time, and the remaining mage aimed his skills at the gravel. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

“Ice Cone” 

 

… 

 

Hundreds of skills simultaneously hit the rocks of the dam in front of them. 

 

“boom” 

 



More than 20 dams were broken at the same time, and a large stream of water burst suddenly in the 

open mouth in the middle of the dam. Subsequently, the surrounding dam collapsed like tofu residue. 

The impulse to stop rushed down. 

 

After entering the Longnu River, the water level rose sharply. At this time, the second dam-breaking 

flood arrived, followed by the third and fourth … 

 

More than 20 dam-breaking floods poured into the Long Nu River at the same time. The originally very 

wide river surface could not support such a large current, and the flood surged out of the Long Nu River 

into the plains on both sides. 

 

The Jade Dragon Fortress is located below the plain, and the terrain is low. When the flood comes, it is 

no longer a flood, but a tsunami. 

 

On the city’s head, Li Xiuyu watched the seawater rushing in with a whistling sound in the distance. He 

didn’t know what effect the seawater had. 

 

Soon, he understood that the tsunami-like flood rushed across the Long Nu River and hit the wall of the 

Jade Dragon Fortress heavily. 

 

The wall was so wide, and the level of the flood water immediately encountered the blockage 

immediately rose. In a flash, the flood did not pass through the gate, and in less than 1 minute, the flood 

reached the 30-meter-high wall, which was flush with the wall. 

 

At this point, two million people in the Iron Brotherhood had been taken by Lu Yang to a hillside in the 

far east of the Longnu River. 

 

Lu Yang said loudly, “The enemy’s fortress cannons have been flooded and cannot be used. The whole 

army listened to my order and swam into the fortress and laid it down.” 

 

Zhou Tianming and the vice presidents such as bitter love half-life took a step forward, raised the holy 

sword in their hands and shouted in unison: “Iron brothers, kill ~!” 

 



Two million players jumped into the water frantically and swam across the shore. The most prominent 

of them were 500 giant wave mages. They knew how to set foot on the water, stepped on the water, 

and let the current push them towards the fortress. 

 

When the fortress was still 50 meters away, the deep sea stopped and looked at Li Xiuyu. He chanted a 

spell in his mouth. Broken Wushuang and others were standing beside him, while chanting. 

 

After 10 seconds, the spell was completed. 

 

500 Great Wave Masters such as Deep Sea shouted in unison: “Big ~~ Sea ~~ Xiao ~~!” 

 

“boom” 

 

In front of 500 people, a super tsunami with a height of 200 meters and a width of more than 50,000 

meters suddenly set off, and the powerful sea water straightened into the sky and rolled towards the 

city wall of the Jade Dragon Fortress. 

 

Jagged Brothers players are dumbfounded. 

 

“I’m going. Is this still the Wave Master?” 

 

“What kind of skills, the walls are not as wide as this tsunami.” 

 

“Like the doomsday, American blockbusters.” 

 

… 

 

Ramparts. 

 

Li Xiuyu, Wang Teng and others also looked dumbfounded. 



 

“This, this, what skills are this.” Li Xiuyu said. 

 

“Run fast.” Wang Teng grabbed Li Xiuyu and ran towards the wall in the distance. He is not stupid, and 

this skill obviously cannot resist. 

 

“What did you pull me for?” Li Xiuyu said as he ran. 

 

“Hurry up and find a way to get the tsunami rolled in. You won’t be able to get out for a long time. 

Waiting for you to come out of the fortress will also be broken.” Wang Teng shouted. 

 

Li Xiuyu then reacted. No matter how much the tsunami hurt, the thrust of the tsunami was enough to 

make all the players on the east wall be knocked down. 

 

“I can’t do anything, can you do anything?” Li Xiuyu asked, and the lingering words were not with him. 

He had no way to face Lu Yang. 

 

Wang Teng said, I need to find a way to return to you. 

 

Just as the two ran halfway, the tsunami came and they were involved, and the fierce rotation made 

them strong. 

 

Not only them, hundreds of thousands of players on the east wall and hundreds of thousands of players 

below the city were all involved in the tsunami. 

 

“10864” 

 

“10128” 

 

“20566” (Critical Strike) 

 



… 

 

More than 300,000 people were killed, and the remaining 300,000 people were left with blood. 

 

After the tsunami, there was a dead body on the east wall and inside the wall. The living players were 

stunned when they looked at their own blood. 

 

“This, how is this possible?” 

 

“How could Mage Wave Master have such high damage.” 

 

“How did this happen.” 

 

… 

 

Wang Teng’s players were all snoring. Who knew that the giant wave mage’s damage was only 50%. 

Even if the damage was high, hitting them, players who had magic resistance all over the body, would 

basically not hurt. 

 

But now, the damage is over 10,000! 

 

Li Xiuyu was also snoring. Looking at himself with only half of his health left, he said incredibly: “How 

could the Master Mage have such high damage.” 

 

Deep sea stepping on the waves and taking the brothers of the giant wave master group near the city 

wall, watching Li Xiuyu struggling in the sea, said: “I don’t think we will become so strong today, Li 

Xiuyu.” 

 

How could Li Xiuyu think she was wrong at this time, pointing at the deep sea and cursing: “You traitor, 

you won’t end well.” 

 



Deep sea laughed and said: “I just said that we are garbage you don’t want, and now you have become a 

traitor, Li Xiuyu, you are so ridiculous, Tsunami Masters, continue to attack.” 

 

They renamed themselves Tsunami Masters, with the goal of cutting apart from the previous one. 500 

people stood in front of the city wall and raised their staff to say the spell again. 

 

Li Xiuyu, who is struggling in the sea, and the other 2 million or more players have been lost. After 30 

seconds, they can use it again. 

 

After 10 seconds, the spell is completed. 

 

Deep Ocean and 500 Tsunami Masters shouted in unison: “Big ~~ Sea ~~ Small ~~!” 

 

In the second round, a super tsunami with a height of 200 meters and a width of 50,000 meters 

appeared and rushed towards the city. 

 

The white wolf desperately swam to Lu Yang and said, “Brother, can we still use it?” 

 

Lu Yang scratched his head and said, “It looks like it won’t be used.” 

 

“Why is this so fierce.” White Wolf said silently, this is the first time that he participated in the battle, 

when the audience could not participate in the whole process, he had to admit that the wolf got in the 

water, it was really useless. 

 

Lu Yang felt the same as the white wolf’s speechlessness. In the last life, he just watched the video and 

learned the power of the tsunami mage. 

 

One of the biggest features of the “Second World” game is that each main city has a special army. 

 

Take the city of St. Gall as an example. It is the Fire Dragon Legion. Only players in St. Gall will have a 

chance to drop the Fire Dragon skill book. 

 



The special force of Benliu City is Julang Mage. However, in order to increase the difficulty of the game, 

the official occupation of Julang Mage and Fire Dragon Legion is not too buggy in the early stage, and 

these people’s advanced skills are put in other main cities. . 

 

The boss of the guild found this secret in the last life, and secretly gathered the giant wave masters 

together. He also used the trick of flood relief to bring down more than 2 million people to the runaway 

city. There were not so many giant wave masters in the video at the time. Nor did Lu Yang get so much. 

 

The flood discharge of Lu Yang was first used by the Druid Army to control the flood after heavy rain in 

the weather. The flood was several times greater than that of the guild of the previous life. 

 

“I couldn’t think of such great power. I knew I would bring them 500 mages and 500 druids to lay this 

fortress.” Lu Yang said. 

 

White Wolf: “…” 

 

“Really,” said White Wolf. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This flood will soon retreat, and let everyone enter the city quickly, first go to the inner 

city to grab the fortress OK.” White Wolf and Zhou Tianyan and others answered together. 

 

“The magic warrior took me underwater breathing medicine, it was too strenuous to swim above, we 

went straight in.” Bai Lang said. 

 

1,500 Divine Warriors followed the white wolf into the sea. Originally there were only 750 white wolf. 

After the turbid wine had the Starfury Druid, the white wolf has looked at the turbid wine with pitiful 

eyes every day. Helplessly, all the magic warriors were given to the white wolf. 

 

“Protect the shrine, don’t let the enemy sneak in and grab the fort.” Wang Teng shouted standing on the 

tower in the inner city. 

 

At this time, the interior of the Jade Dragon Fortress was chaotic. The flood had not passed the city head 

and broke through the gate. The water level inside and outside the city was as high. 



 

The remaining more than 2 million players are all soaked in water. The soldiers cannot use the charge, 

the thieves cannot hide, the fire mage cannot use fireball in the water, and the earth mage cannot use 

the ground dragon. Here, only the water system is available. Only Mage, Mine, Ice, Time, and Wind can 

attack. 

 

Unfortunately, in the face of the tsunami every 30 seconds, these other mages could not target people 

at all, and they could not take care of them, they could only go up and down with the waves. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 804 - Sixteen cities melee 

  

Some players with fast reaction speeds dived into the water to defend the oracle, so as not to be 

captured by the players of the Brotherhood, but as soon as they dived into the water, a gray bar 

appeared in front of them. 

 

“Who has an underwater remedy?” Qu Han shouted. 

 

All players around him were scattered, and when they heard that they shook their heads, who would 

put bored breathing potions in their backpacks in this defensive battle. 

 

The Jagged Brothers League is different. Before the battle, Lu Yang assigned each team a set of 

underwater breathing medicines, specifically to deal with this situation. 

 

White lions, white wolves and white tigers, and vice-chairmen Zhou Tianming and Zhou Tianyan 

personally led the player into the water near the shrine. 

 

Zhou Tianming easily changed the fortress order to the oracle. 

 



System prompt: Jagged Brothers occupy Jade Dragon Fortress 

 

The aggressive momentum of the on-site attack by the Brotherhood of Iron Brothers broke through 

another level. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood.” Shouted bitterly for half a life. 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

More than 2 million people shouted together, and the sound shook the entire fortress and spread across 

the plain. 

 

The major guilds of the Orcs, Terrans, and Elves who were watching the live broadcast of the battlefield 

were all chilled by this roar. 

 

“Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu are finished.” Tian Yao said. 

 

“Lu Yang’s move is so amazing that he flooded the Jade Dragon Fortress.” 

 

“Look, there are dragons, and the Iron Brotherhood can summon 500 black dragons.” 

 

In the sky, 500 pseudo-black dragons flew over the fortress, facing the players who did not have the 

ability to resist in the water, they stood upright and sprayed black dragon breath. 

 

The dragon’s breath is 150 meters long, and each mouthful of dragon’s breath will take away a large 

number of players’ lives. Players are afraid to deal with the dragon’s breath face to face, and when they 

see the dragon coming, they flee into the water. 

 

However, they had just dived underwater, and 2,000 four-armed iron ghosts waved four steel knives in 

their hands and smirked and swam towards them. 

 



“Run, the Iron Ghost is here again.” 

 

“How else can I fight, I won’t fight.” 

 

… 

 

The defeat, the overall defeat, with a helpless and insulting shout, the remaining 3 million defenders in 

the Jade Dragon Fortress were defeated as a whole. 

 

In the live room. 

 

Dubin held his chest with his standard hands and said, “What else is there? There are dragons in the sky, 

tsunami mage on the water, and iron ghosts underwater. Lu Yang is very well prepared, and the Jade 

Dragon Fortress is also lost. In this battle, Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu will lose. “ 

 

Tong Tong wore a beautiful red strapless long skirt, stepped on high heels, and exposed a pair of long 

white legs outside, exclaiming: “This time, Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu are in trouble, the only retreat is cut 

off, they can only Trapped in their respective forts, waiting to be broken by Lu Yang. “ 

 

Dubin said: “That’s it. Without the Jade Dragon Fortress, Wang Teng’s troops could not be transmitted 

to Benliu City. Li Xiuyu now faces Lu Yang’s 6 million army alone.” 

 

Hitomi showed a trace of emotion. 

 

Du Bin said: “Li Xiuyu will lose, and now it depends on how Lu Yang will play.” 

 

Hitomi said: “At first, Li Xiuyu was dressed in white and did not rely on the help of his family. He had a 

monopoly on Benliu and Hannibal. He had commanding masters such as the fascinating forest and slang, 

and there were giant wave masters and many war masters. , I never thought it would end up like this. “ 

 



Dubin was also a little bit emotional, saying: “Yeah, who can think of a person who was comparable to 

Liu Jie and even better known than Liu Jie, and the tens of millions of fans who are fans would be beaten 

like this by Lu Yang.” 

 

In the game screen. 

 

Li Xiuyu was hit many times by the giant waves. Fortunately, there were treatments around him that 

kept adding blood to him, otherwise he would have died. 

 

Among the enemies of 500 giant Masters such as Shen Hai, Li Xiuyu is not the one who hates them the 

most, the ones who hate them most are those who took advantage of their situation and robbed their 

girlfriends. 

 

The 500 giant wave mage fought with his enemies and helped these brothers to fight this group of 

people. Each of these people was the head of the army. The 500 giant wave mage attacked at the same 

time. Each attack was the destruction of one army and one army. 

 

In such a period of time, the number of people killed by people in the deep sea and so on exceeded the 

total of more than 2 million people in the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the top of the fortress’s gate to direct the battle. This battle was a one-sided slaughter. 

Lu Yang won without command. 

 

“The floods of more than 20 mountain streams have all poured out and returned to normal water 

levels.” Tu Feng reported. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Intercept the flood again.” 

 

“Yes.” Tu Feng ordered his men to continue building the dam. 

 

The source of the upper stream was cut off, and the flood dropped rapidly, and the flood subsided in 

less than 30 minutes. 

 



At this time, the enemy inside and outside the Jade Dragon Fortress could not see an enemy anymore, 

only equipment on the ground. 

 

“Won?” 

 

“Win!” 

 

“Win!” 

 

… 

 

The cheers were overwhelming, and more than 2 million players fell into carnival. Who would have 

thought that 200 fortress cannons, 8,000 arrow towers, and 3 million players defended, and the 

fortresses like hedgehogs were captured by them in just one hour. 

 

Lu Yang walked to the observation deck of the city gate tower and looked at the cheering players below 

with a smile. 

 

White wolf, Zhou Tianming, Sun Yu, and who indulged in my whole life and walked to Lu Yang with a 

smile. 

 

“Boss, the statistics have been collected. There are about 50,000 sets of blood demon temple 

equipment collected.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The handover was handed over to Tu Feng for unified distribution. This fortress was 

cleared up, leaving Zhou Tianyan and 100,000 defenders. The rest of the team followed me to the 

Canglang fortress.” 

 

“Yes,” the four said together. 

 

The first battle to annihilate Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu was won, and the passage for Wang Teng and Li 

Xiuyu to escape was completely cut off. 



 

Liang Yun called and said with a laugh: “Brother, congratulations, the first battle was beautiful.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Brother Liang Yun, you must be prepared.” 

 

“Rest assured.” Liangyun laughed and said, “Brother, I have gathered 3 million people. Liu Jie would 

never dare to move.” 

 

Lu Yang and Liang Yun agreed that if Lu Yang fought against Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu, Liang Yun would be 

responsible for pinning Liu Jie. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Okay, look at how I broke Liu Jie’s arm.” 

 

Liang Yun said, “Wait for your good news.” 

 

Lu Yanggang closed the intercom, Tu Feng called and said, “As soon as we got the news, the sword killer 

took more than 2 million people to Tiewang City while we were playing Li Xiuyu, and we went to the 

lonely half-moon battle.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “This is his last fight. If he fails again, he will lose control of the Iron King City 

forever.” 

 

There are many merchants in Tiewang City who have a good relationship with the sword killing gods, 

such as large raw material merchants, potion merchants and enchanted merchants. 

 

The loss of the sword to kill God is equivalent to breaking their financial path. In addition to the squeeze 

of their competitors, they can only support the sword to kill God in order to survive, and lend a large 

amount of war materials to the sword to kill him for free. 

 

Tu Feng said, “I have a combat evaluation report here. The strength of the lonely half-moon and the 

sword killing God is only between Bozhong.” 

 



Lu Yang said, “They leave it alone, at least for a few days, what happened to Lake City?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “If there were no accidents, the tomb of Wuji and the romantic assassin would be taken 

away by annihilation and domineering spring and autumn.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Go to Han Zhong, open a position to sell equipment to Promise and Romantic 

Assassin, and help them recapture the fortress.” 

 

“Okay.” Tu Feng thought for a while and said, “There is a message I don’t know if it is useful.” 

 

“What news?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“There was a change in the Shadow City and the Green Jade City, but we didn’t have extra staff to probe 

the news. I suspect that the sudden shots of these two main cities will disturb the war direction of the 

entire human race.” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Relax, Shadow City and Luyu City are temporarily unable to play.” 

 

What happened to the Shadow City and the Green Jade City is not clear to outsiders, but Lu Yang is very 

clear. The boss of the Shadow City got the heart of death at the beginning of the service. He has a large 

number of skeleton legions, but the skeleton legions must be dying They can only survive on this land, 

and only Shadow City has a place to die. Therefore, they cannot get out of Shadow City and cannot 

participate in the full service war. 

 

Green Jade City is more special. The boss gets a poisonous heart. This person does not know how to use 

the poisonous heart. He knows that when he fights, he sprays poison. However, the poisonous heart 

requires a lot of venom every time. His use method, he collected for half a year is not enough to fight a 

war. 

 

“How did the battle between Ma Lizhe and the hegemony go, did the two win?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Tu Feng said: “Not yet, judging by the current situation, the male domineering can not lose for a while.” 

 



Lu Yang said: “Then I will rest assured.” 

 

He hoped that Ma Lizhe and the hegemon could play for a while, so that the late elderly could have 

more time to develop. 

 

After the old man announced his withdrawal from the hegemony, the number of players left was 

300,000. However, the old man has good character and good character. He has recruited many players 

this month Among them Many powerful studios and casual masters. 

 

In fact, many studios reluctantly left the original main city, and Lu Yang fought too much in this war. 

 

The 16 main cities of the Terran, except the holy city and the sea emperor city players have not 

encountered the impact of the war, the remaining 14 main cities are full of player PK figures. 

 

This level of war is not only between Lu Yang and Wang Teng and other super guilds. The affiliated guilds 

are also fighting. The friendly guilds of affiliated guilds and friends in other guilds have also joined the 

war. 

 

Inside the main city, the wild forest, and the entrance of the replica, as long as there are people, there 

are players in the PK, and the entire human race is disrupted. 

 

Many studios play games for the purpose of earning money. They sell advanced skills books, advanced 

materials, and advanced equipment. However, where can you enter the gates of the Blood Demon 

Temple in the main cities? 

 

From level 30 maps to level 60 maps, they are all playing. 

 

Faced with this situation, these studios had no money to ride their mounts, and they flew directly to the 

Liberty Capital or the city of St. Gall and the Sea Emperor in the lower right corner of the map. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 805 - Storming the Canglang Fortress 

  

In a main city, the studio is bound to get in touch with a large local guild. At present, the Liberty Capital 

has only two super guilds, Xiongba and Old Man. 

 

They did not want to join in the battle for the hegemony. They all went to the old man, who didn’t do 

anything. He got the support of 800,000 people based on his character alone, and more than 100,000 of 

them were studio masters. 

 

The more masters there are in a guild, the more people’s ambitions expand. 100,000 people are 

composed of studios and casual masters. There is no need for the old man to say that they have ideas 

together. 

 

“Boss, the whole service is now like this, shall we join the war?” Asked the infinite war. 

 

He is the boss of a studio. He is the top three among many studio masters. 

 

To put it bluntly, the studio plays equipment and sells materials. After all, it is a trail. How can there be a 

fortress to pay for it quickly? 

 

“That’s the boss, we have 800,000 people. Recruit it again based on your fame. At least there can be 

more than one million people. We have 2 million troops, and we can compete with McLeod.” Said the 

Blood Swordsman. 

 

Luo Siyu and Qingfeng of Liquor stared at each other and looked at the old man, and they also hoped 

that the old man would cheer up. 

 

The old man in the twilight saw more than 20 henchmen in front of him, he smiled and said, “No, no, I 

don’t fight for hegemony, go back.” 

 



“Boss, you …” Liquor Qingfeng said again. 

 

The old man in the twilight smiled and shook his head, saying, “No hegemony, no hegemony.” 

 

The spirits were breezy and took everyone away. 

 

“Breeze, you persuaded the boss again, his reputation is so good, the service is the admiration of the 

grand guild boss, so high reputation, there are opportunities.” 

 

“That is, we have more than 100,000 masters, all wearing blood demon temple suits. Playing equipment 

is just like playing for us. It ’s a big deal if we do n’t make money for a month. 

 

… 

 

The old man in the twilight sat on the chair listening to the words of the crowd at the breeze and had a 

proud smile on his face, and said, “Oh my dear, I still have a lot of prestige. This can be done. “ 

 

“Boss, I’ve seen it at Lakeside City. Lu Yang is about to succeed.” A stealthy player suddenly appeared 

next to the old man. 

 

The old man Twilight laughed and asked, “What about equipment?” 

 

“Ten thousand sets of immortal are all stored in the warehouse, each with 5 pieces of gems and nine-

color dragon skin enchantment, I saw it with my own eyes, Han Zhong said, you can give it to us at any 

time.” Said the rogue player. 

 

The old man from the twilight took out a holy sword from his backpack and inserted it on the floor. He 

said with pride in his chest: “Lu Yang is really interesting. I have prepared 10,000 sets for me.” 

 

The thief said: “This is all the immortal suits in Lu Yang’s hands. He originally wanted to play 100,000 

sets. The war came too suddenly. He was not ready. Some of them were given to us in the warehouse.” 

 



The old man said, “Father, I didn’t invest in him for nothing.” 

 

He called Lu Yang and said, “Boy, you can take back the 10,000 sets of immortals for your own use, and 

wait for me to give them to me.” 

 

Lu Yanggang arrived at the Canglang Fortress and looked at Li Xiuyu on the top of the city. He said to the 

old man, “No, Li Xiuyu and Wang Teng are now two silly dogs. After I closed the door, I would hit him as I 

wanted. both.” 

 

The old man in the twilight laughed and said, “I know you’re great, then I won’t stop talking nonsense. 

Come on, I’ll continue acting.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and turned off the phone. Looking at Li Xiuyu on the city and the Canglang River next to 

him, Lu Yang said loudly with a loudspeaker: “Li Xiuyu, Canglang Fortress, you dare to keep it, forget how 

I just laid the Jade Dragon Fortress. Yet?” 

 

Li Xiuyu looked at the Canglang River outside the gate of Dongcheng City, and there was a despair in his 

heart. He now wished to slap himself a few slaps. How could he give up such an important fighting 

power for more than 2 million? 

 

500 Tsunami Masters, the Canglang River is more than 10 meters deep and 80 meters wide. Although it 

is not as severe as the flood, it can also give the Tsunami Master a bonus. 

 

Seeing Li Xiuyu not talking, she said, landing and yelling: “If you have the courage, siege the city, what do 

you say so much nonsense, do you think we will be afraid of you? All the city guards are wearing water 

resistance equipment.” 

 

Lu Yang pointed at the silk language and said: “Just blow it. Your 3 million defenders have water 

resistance equipment? Who believes it? You have a mine in your house.” 

 

Xia Yuwei and White Lion laughed, and Lan Yu was amused by Lu Yang. 

 



Li Xiuyu was speechless, Li Xiuyu was even more inward. Just now there were 200 fortress cannons and 

8,000 arrow towers on the Jade Dragon Fortress. No shot was fired and no arrow was fired. The fortress 

and arrow tower have also become Lu Yang’s. 

 

The 3 million people Wang Teng gathered together were defeated by a flood and the giant wave mage 

abandoned by him. 

 

He now has no confidence in whether he can defend the Canglang Fortress, and he can stand here 

because of persuasion, otherwise he would have fled to the fortress in Beifeng City where he had 

already escaped Already. 

 

Li Xiuyu whispered to the silk, “What shall we do next?” 

 

Glossy gritted his teeth and said, “If you fight, you must not lose another fortress, as long as you survive 

tonight, we will grab the Jade Dragon Fortress by night.” 

 

“Will Wang Teng come?” Li Xiuyu asked. 

 

The silk language said: “Whether he comes or not, we must be prepared to fight desperately.” 

 

Wang Teng’s defeat made his men lose confidence in the battle. It took at least 4 hours to re-shout, 

regroup, and set off. 

 

Do n’t say if Wang Teng will come, see the video of Lu Yang breaking the Jade Dragon Fortress. He has 

no confidence in whether he can hold the fortress for 4 hours. He now hates Lu Yang. If he can, he even 

wants In reality, Li Xiuyu killed Lu Yang. 

 

Stronghold. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the slang words on the head of the city and stared at his own eyes, loudly using a 

loudspeaker: “Qing Qingsheerkou, Wasp tail pin; neither is poisonous, only the woman’s heart. 

 



Slang, you didn’t think of it, counted it all out, in the end you still get nothing. “ 

 

The silliness cursed: “Lu Yang, what are you talking about?” 

 

Lu Yang said with resentment: “You are such a poisonous woman. How many people have you killed in 

order to be able to marry into the Li family’s wealthy door? Are you not ashamed of your actions at all?” 

 

In the previous life, Li Xiuyu went to chase Lan Yu, she must know that the silk language, in the end Li 

Xiuyu abandoned the blue feather, although Lu Yang did not know whether Li Xiuyu went to the silk 

language, but this woman must not be out of touch. 

 

In the list of revenge of Lu Yang’s life, she has written on the list since she learned about the words of Li 

Siyu and Li Xiuyu. 

 

The silk language was poked by Lu Yang and scolded: “Li Xiuyu loves me, can you control it?” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a sneer and said, “After today, I’d like to see, without Runaway City, 

without Xiu Yujun, Li Xiuyu still loves you or not, a viper woman.” 

 

“Boss, I applied for the first siege.” White Lion said. 

 

“I’m the first one,” Duojiu said in a pour. 

 

“Let me come.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

… 

 

The 7 vice presidents collectively called for battle. They all knew that Li Xiuyu cheated Lan Yu’s feelings. 

Everyone lived together every day, and Lan Yu was just like their little sister. No one could endure such 

things. 

 



Lu Yang said: “Sun Yu, who spearheaded me forever.” 

 

“Black Dragon Army.” Sun Yu shouted, 2,000 flying dragons flew from the formation of the Brotherhood 

of Iron Blood to the sky. 

 

“Iron ghost army.” Who waved wildly during my lifetime, 2,000 two-headed, four-armed gray-black iron 

ghosts jumped to the camp and snarled towards the fortress. 

 

“Fortress gun, hit these iron ghosts fast.” 

 

“Shooter, pay attention to hit the dragon.” 

 

… 

 

芊芊 Siyu and Li Xiuyu and others were in chaos on the city. Except for the fortress cannon, the arrow 

tower was invalid to the iron ghost. 

 

Lu Yang raised his right hand. 

 

Deep Sea said: “It’s time for our brothers to play, Tsunami Masters, the opportunity for revenge is 

coming.” 

 

Broken Wushuang stared at a man next to Li Xiuyu, and said, “Boss, I found that bastard, he’s just 

behind Li Xiuyu.” 

 

“Tsunami Masters, Li Xiuyu, rear left, tsunami, let go!” 

 

500 tsunami mages pointed their staff at the Canglang River at the same time, and the river’s water as a 

whole rose up. 

 

“Booming” 



 

The huge waves, 130 meters high and 20,000 meters wide, were shot towards the city walls. The slang 

words and Li Xiuyu, who were guarding the city, drew to avoid them. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The huge waves hit the city walls, and hundreds of thousands of players became half blood. 

 

“The damage is not that high?” Li Xiuyu said in surprise. 

 

The silk language stood up and shouted, “Hurry up, add blood to the treatment group.” 

 

A long golden arrow in the distance came with a golden light to the silk language in an instant. 

 

“Old and big heart.” A guard stood in front of the silk language. 

 

“boom” 

 

The long golden arrow was in the center of the throat, bursting like a small meteor, the soldier was 

blown up and smashed The remaining 20,000 health of the slang word was hit with only 500 points left. 

 

“Not good, the other side has a high-level shooter.” Hesi rolled back in place to prevent further skill 

attacks, hiding under the shield wall created by the guards, he took out a bottle of potion and drank. 

 

“Neighing ~~” 

 

Over the head, the dragon’s long howling sounded, and the whispered words pushed away the shield 

and looked up. At a height of 50 meters above the city wall, 2,000 dragons were standing upright with 

black dragon breath spraying out of their mouths. 

 



The wall is only 50 meters wide and 20 dragons line up in a row, killing a player every time they spit. 

 

Here Dragon Breath is sprayed, and below the city wall, Sun Yu shouted, “Dark shooter, go out.” 

 

Before the 5,000 dark shooters stepped out, each shooter was accompanied by a 10-meter-high 

herbivorous dragon. 

 

“Dark Covenant” 

 

The 5,000 shooters left their fingers toward the herbivorous dragon around them, and the black light 

appeared. The herbivorous dragon disappeared in place, and the huge energy entered the body of the 

dark archer. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 806 - 4 doors wide open 

  

The 5,000 dark shooters are equipped with the Blood Demon Temple suit, which can damage 11,000 

points of attack gems. Use the attack potion to increase the attack power by an additional 3,000 points. 

Then use the dark sacrifice to eat the herbivorous dragons around them. The attack power reached 

16,000 points of terror. 

 

“Hash arrows, shoot!” Sun Yu shouted. 

 

“嘣” 

 

At the same time, 5,000 archers loosened their bows and arrows, and the arrows shot by the hash 

arrows once covered a range of 30 yards. At the same time, 5,000 people shot at the same time, 

covering a range of 150,000 yards. 



 

With such high damage, except for heavy armored fighters on the city, all other cloth and leather armor 

classes could not bear it, and began to die in large numbers. 

 

“Fortress cannons, hit those shooters, seconds them.” Li Xiuyu shouted in panic. 

 

“I’m hitting the Iron Ghost, I can’t distinguish myself,” shouted the player who controlled the fortress 

cannon. 

 

Iron ghosts have rushed under the fortress, 50 of them were slashing the city gates madly, and the other 

iron ghosts climbed the walls with their bare hands. 

 

Li Xiuyu shouted: “The priority is to kill those shooters, their damage is too high.” 

 

The 50 fortress guns immediately turned around and aimed at 5,000 dark shooters. For a time, the 

shooter positions were covered by artillery fire. 

 

However, after the first round of fire was over, the dark shooter was not dead! 

 

“How is this possible?” Li Xiuyu said in disbelief. 

 

Unfortunately, no matter how impossible this is, the fortress cannon cannot kill a shooter with two 

cannons. 

 

Lu Yang raised his right hand for the second time. 

 

Hei Yan, Black Knight, Nanfeng Zhiyi and Mu Yu stood up. 

 

“Forbidden Curse Masters, 200 fire spells, secondary forbidden spells, meteor fire rain.” Hei Yan 

shouted. 

 



The city head is in chaos, and Li Xiuyu ’s mage is unable to organize an effective counterattack against 

the double attack of the black dragon in the sky and the iron ghost on the ground. Li Xiuyu can only 

watch the spell of the 200 fires under Lu Yang. 

 

Ten seconds later, the city was overcast with clouds, and the thick clouds could almost reach the top of 

the gate. 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

200 fire mages simultaneously held the staff with their right hand and pointed at the city head, and tens 

of thousands of meteors fell from the sky into the crowd. 

 

“Not good, it’s a secondary forbidden spell.” 

 

“Hurry up, everyone.” 

 

“Treatment will be added soon.” 

 

… 

 

Players in the city are panicked. 

 

Lu Yang said expressionlessly, “Star Druid.” 

 

“Yes.” De Bu tasted the corpse and took 500 druids to walk quickly under the city wall. 500 people 

stood on the wall, looked at each other, and found a good location. 

 

“Rage of the Stars” 

 

Hundreds of thousands of stars appeared instantly in the daytime sky, and all players within 500 yards of 

the city wall and within the city were hit by the stars. 



 

These 500 druids are all dressed in immortal suits. The gems are 10 segments, and the starlight they hit 

causes 3500 damage per second. 

 

In order to allow players to support the city at any time, Li Xiuyu and Li Siyu learned that Lu Yang built a 

Tibetan barracks inside the city walls. 

 

Each Tibetan barracks can hide 2,000 players. When no order is received, these players all wait in the 

Tibetan barracks. 

 

These people were not harmed, but the Wrath of the Stars was too large. It had a full range of 500 yards 

and extended far into the city. Therefore, there were many players who should hide in the Tibetan 

barracks 200 yards away from the city wall. According to the previous management, they did not enter 

the barracks to evade. As a result, hundreds of thousands of people also suffered, and for a while, the 

city was also chaotic. 

 

“嘭” 

 

A crack appeared in the gate of the fortress 50 meters long. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The cracks gradually increased. 

 

“boom” 

 

The fortress gate is broken. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes lit up suddenly, pointing at the gate and shouting, “The white wolf is attacking.” 

 



“Kill ~!” The white wolf roared, riding a red flame lion and leading 200,000 players straight to the gate 

of the city. Among the 200,000 people, every 50 people made a horizontal row and rushed towards the 

gate with the blessing of the wind elves go with. 

 

“I can’t help but fight,” Tu Feng said aside. 

 

“Boss, let’s join the war, too. White wolves can easily destroy them all by themselves.” Zhou Tianyan 

monkey said anxiously. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Do you know why I haven’t let you guys act till now?” 

 

The vice presidents such as Zhuo Jiu Qing, Xia Yuwei, Sun Yu and Jiang Ze shook their heads collectively. 

 

Lu Yang and Tu Feng looked at each other and said with a smile: “Tu Feng, you say it.” 

 

Tu Feng nodded, cleared his throat, and said, “Since the boss has established that he and Li Xiuyu are 

enemies, I have bought a total of 10 commander-level Xiu Yujun main forces. These people are currently 

on standby at three gates. . “ 

 

At the same time, the drunk wine pouring and Xia Yuwei and others took a breath. 

 

“Spy!” Xia Yuwei said in amazement. 

 

Tu Feng said: “Just now the enemy’s main force is scattered across the four gates, the 10 commanders 

cannot play a role. Now, they are not members of the first battle sequence and can open the gates at 

any time.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “According to my order, Zhuojiu took 200,000 people to Ximen, Zhou Tianming took 

200,000 people to South Gate, and half a lifetime took 200,000 people to North Gate.” 

 

“Yes,” the three said together, each leading their troops towards the three gates. 



 

Li Xiuyu had hid inside the gate building and saw three small troops leaving Luyang’s 5 million army, 

asking curiously, “Where are these people going?” 

 

At the first glance, she saw the number of people and said, “There are only 200,000 troops in a unit, so 

don’t worry about them.” 

 

The other three gates, each with a garrison of 600,000 people, and a fortress cannon and an arrow 

tower, he was not worried that these people would attack the fortress. 

 

“They’re not going to hit those three gates,” Li Xiuyu asked. 

 

After thinking for a while, she sent a message to the other three city gate leaders and said, “Be careful, 

there are enemies going to you.” 

 

West gate. 

 

The head of the army in charge of defense, Feng Wumu, received the command of the silk language and 

replied, “Boss is assured.” 

 

“Boss Feng, what’s wrong?” Yu Luoluan asked. 

 

Feng Wuzhen frowned and said, “The vice chairman said that 200,000 people came towards us. I don’t 

know if it is true or false.” 

 

As soon as the words fell, Dusty Wine pours down and holds the wind elves first to run down the city. 

 

“No, the enemy is here,” said Qi Meng, the head of the group. 

 

Feng no trace quickly walked out of the tower and came under the wall. When he saw the muddy wine’s 

pouring face, he looked terrified. 



 

“It’s the muddy wine pouring, Lu Yang’s first generals.” Feng Wuji said. 

 

“What to do, the enemies are all blood demon temple suits, we only have 100,000 people with such 

suits.” Qimeng said. 

 

“Don’t be afraid, as long as we stick to the city walls, these 200,000 people will never get in.” Feng Wuji 

said. 

 

Yu Luoluan broke off: “Boss Feng, watch out for the sneak attack of Lu Yang’s assassination forces. I 

personally took people to defend the sling.” 

 

Feng nodded and said, “It makes sense. Your anti-battle and anti-riding equipment is the best. Form a 

shield array with the slings. Even if the opponent hits with a curse, you have to hold on, you know?” 

 

“Boss rest assured,” Yu Luoxuan said with a broken hand. 

 

He turned and shouted, “Where is my guard? Come with me. The shield is out, anti-riding is against air, 

and the treatment is hiding inside.” 

 

“Yes.” 80 people followed the rain and fell to the side of the sling, surrounded by a turtle shell. 

 

The wind nodded in peace, just relieved, but at this time. 

 

“Booming” 

 

The sound of the 50-meter-wide stone gate and the friction on both sides of the wall passed into the 

ears of every player on the fortress wall, and each of them could understand where this sound came 

from. 

 



The wind looked at the tortoise shell unbelievably, almost shouting with a roaring voice: “The rain 

breaks, what are you doing?” 

 

The sound of rain falling from the turtle shell came from the turtle shell, saying, “Brothers, Li Xiuyu will 

definitely lose. There is no need to bury him. I have surrendered the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

Please let down your arms. There is no need to resist. . “ 

 

“Fart.” Feng Wuchai shouted in excitement, “You are an ungrateful bastard, have you forgotten how 

you got here?” 

 

Yu Luolu broke off and said, “Of course I didn’t forget that I bought this position for you with 10,000 

credit points.” 

 

“You!” Feng said nothing. 

 

Yu Luoxuan said: “The siege below is the turbid wine pouring. Lu Yang’s first general will follow Lu Yang 

to fight the world in the second half of the year without losing a defeat. Now with 200,000 elite players 

to siege the city, why do you follow He fought, my troops listened to my orders to drop all their 

weapons, and joined me to join the Brotherhood of Jagged Brothers. The wind is not traced. Now the 

city gate will soon open to a height enough to rush in. Surrender or funeral, you choose. “ 

 

Feng Wuzhen had a contract with the guild. He couldn’t surrender and shouted, “Break me this turtle 

shell. I will kill Yu Luoxuan by myself.” 

 

Thousands of people around the city wall at the same time sprinkled their skills on the broken turtle 

shell. Unfortunately, this turtle shell was too hard to move. 

 

“Wind boss, think of a way, the city gate is about to open.” Qimeng said. 

 

Feng looked at the tortoise shell without a trace, sweating angrily, and his heart was already panicked. If 

the muddy wine was poured in, the consequences would be disastrous. 

 

While he was at a loss, the Guild Channel suddenly roared. 



 

“The west gate was broken, and the Brotherhood of Iron Blood rushed in.” 

 

“The South City Gate was broken, and the Brotherhood of Iron Blood rushed in.” 

 

“The north gate was broken, and the Brotherhood of Iron Blood rushed in.” 

 

… 

 

Hundreds shouted at the same time, and the morale of the Xiuyu Army, who was resisting inside the 

Dongcheng Gate, instantly dropped to freezing point. 

 

“All four gates have been broken?” 

 

“Zhou Tianming has entered the city!” 

 

“The muddy wine poured into the city!” 

 

“Bitter love has entered the city for half a lifetime!” 

 

“Dongchengmen lost It’s all lost. Everyone, run away.” 

 

“Li Xiuyu lost, everyone runs away.” 

 

… 

 

Inside the Canglang Fortress, rumors spread! 

 



The 3 million players under Li Xiuyu’s will collapse, the first one to be destroyed is the team that is being 

attacked by the White Wolf. 

 

Li Xiuyu watched the players around him no longer participate in the attack forward, but turned around 

and ran away. 

 

The player fighting in front also left his position and ran towards the back. 

 

“Come back, you all come back …” 

 

“No running, all defending in place, I have not lost …” 

 

Chapter 807 - Lay Canglang Fortress 

  

Li Xiuyu’s head was humming. He didn’t know what to do. In the face of deserters, he could only shout 

loudly, but he didn’t know why. He felt that his shout was so weak that he couldn’t even hear it. . 

 

Li Siyu stood beside Li Xiuyu, watching Li Xiuyu look crazy, she was stunned. 

 

For the first time, she saw such a helpless side of his beloved man! 

 

“Xiuyu, cheer up a bit, we haven’t lost yet.” Shouted Lu Siyu, and he shook Li Xiuyu’s body vigorously. 

 

Li Xiuyu reacted and looked at the silk words and asked, “Did you lose?” 

 

The whispered words said, “Hurry up and order, and everyone will retreat to Hurricane Fortress in 

Northwind.” 

 

“Escape to Beifeng City?” Li Xiuyu asked. 

 



The silk language said: “Lu Yang is no longer able to deal with us alone. We must be with Wang Teng, die 

and die together, and live together. Liu Jie cannot watch Lu Yang cut off his arm like this.” 

 

Li Xiuyu reluctantly said, “But this is my fortress, my home!” 

 

“As long as our 3 million players are still there, we have hope. If we take these 3 million people to fight 

with Lu Yang again, we will have no chance at all.” 

 

Li Xiuyu was still reluctant and said, “I will never leave. Lu Yang has not yet broken through my fortress. I 

still have a chance and I will not run.” 

 

The silk language did not expect Li Xiuyu to be so insignificant, and said in a hurry: “You first open the 

inner city area, so that everyone has a place to escape. Anyone who enters the inner city area and let 

them return to the city immediately, we ca n’t afford to die and lose our equipment It’s too difficult to 

add. “ 

 

The Blood Demon Temple with a hundred-person nightmare difficulty is not a normal copy of the past. 

Once the equipment is lost, you must have basic equipment to support it if you want to fight back, 

otherwise you will not be able to pass it. 

 

Li Xiuyu responded and said, “Yes, and the inner city, I will be open.” 

 

“Li Xiuyu, where are you going?” The white wolf finally broke through Li Xiuyu’s defensive position. He 

just came in with 1,500 magic warriors and saw Li Xiuyu and slang. He laughed loudly and jumped in the 

air to launch the charge skills Li Xiuyu stormed away. 

 

Where did Li Xiuyu hit the white wolf, watching the white wolf rushed from far and near, his eyes were 

straight. 

 

“Hide away.” Li Siyu pushed Li Xiuyu away, raised his staff and fought with the white wolf. 

 

“Follow the plan we have just set, and save our strength,” shouted Sisi. 

 



Li Xiuyu nodded, and turned to leave, but did not take two steps. There was a shout of silliness behind 

him. He looked back, and the white wolf chopped the silliness to the ground. 

 

“Want to run?” White Wolf sneered, “let’s die.” 

 

Li Xiuyu did not dare to slash with the white wolf, and turned and ran back. 

 

Would the White Wolf allow Li Xiuyu to run away, launch the interception skills to catch up with Li Xiuyu, 

and the holy sword inserted fiercely into his neck. 

 

“28686” (triple crit) 

 

Li Xiuyu, die! 

 

“Kill me!” Shouted White Wolf. 

 

1,500 magic warriors followed the white wolf in a row to charge forward, and the rest of the players 

followed them, crushing forward like a road roller. 

 

On the city’s head, Lu Yang just blocked the bow and arrow of Ding Dong Mao and Mu Yi. Both men 

aimed at Li Xiuyu at the same time. Lu Yang did not let them shoot arrows. 

 

Tu Feng, Xia Yuwei and others accompanied Lu Yang, watching various skills in the city interweave, Xia 

Yuwei said: “It’s hard to beat.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The battle is not over yet. This is just a warm-up. The real battle is tomorrow morning and 

we must be mentally prepared.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 



Tonight Li Xiuyu can’t beat Lu Yang alone. It is normal. Tomorrow the two will have more than one 

million sets of Blood Demon Temple sets. Although they are only one-third of Lu Yang, they are the 

defensive side. Have an advantage. 

 

Lu Yang no longer needs to pay attention to the fighting in the city. Li Xiuyu’s troops will definitely be 

wiped out. He took out the phone and called Liang Yun, and asked, “Brother, how about you?” 

 

Liang Yun said with a smile: “Liu Jie couldn’t help it, he took the initiative to fight with me.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Liu Jie’s think tank sees it clearly. I killed Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu, and they 

will go north to help the elves, and Liu Jie is afraid.” 

 

Liang Yun said: “This time, Liu Jie is in trouble and we must have destroyed him.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Brother Liangyun, don’t worry about the decisive battle with him first, you must drag me 

to it. Let’s fight him together, we will be more confident.” 

 

Liang Yun laughed and said, “Rest assured, I won’t fight against him, I will drag him to death.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed. His ultimate goal was to force Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu’s troops to teleport back to the 

Elves. During the past few days when Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu insisted, he would blast out the main 

forces of Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu. . 

 

At that time, even if these two people took five or six million people to the Elves, it would not cause any 

harm to Liangyun. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang taught Liu Jie the method of building a wild fortress through Huang Xiang. In order 

to be able to support these five or six million people, Liu Jie will definitely build a large number of 

fortresses. 

 

It’s only a few months before the financial crisis. As long as he dares to send out billions of cash from his 

home, when the financial crisis breaks out, Lu Yang can have a devastating blow to the Liu Jie family. 

 



Now that his first step has been completed, it depends on whether he can trick Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu 

to stay in Beifeng City for a few days. 

 

Lu Yang closed the speaker and looked inside the Canglang Fortress. The inner city gate slowly opened, 

and a large number of Xiuyu Army ran to the inner city. 

 

“It looks like Li Xiuyu isn’t too grassy, knowing to let his men save their strength.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “I took people to the inner city.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Without you, give me a good reflection.” 

 

The icy queen of ice, bowed her head to Lu Yang’s voice, muttered, “Okay.” 

 

The Tumen fortress, Xia Yuwei appeared early, almost broke the event. Fortunately, Xia Yuwei took the 

initiative to throw the holy sword, which did not make the silk language doubt. Otherwise, the war will 

definitely not go as smoothly as it is now. 

 

The silk language also knew that she had done wrong, but she and Zheng Yuan had been friends from 

childhood. She couldn’t see Zheng Yuan being hit so hard, and the woman still pitted Zheng Yuan with 

her appearance. 

 

Lu Yang breathed in three breaths and said, “After that, you do n’t need to worry about Zheng Yuan. I 

will go to Zheng Yuan. In the early morning, you wo n’t be the main attacker. If you make a mistake 

again, think about the consequences yourself.” 

 

“I see.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

Brother Jagged is her second home, and he will not let Brother Jagged appear any more because of her. 

 

System Prompt: The Brotherhood of Iron and Blood successfully captured Canglang Fortress 

 



The White Wolf sent a message saying: “Boss, the war in the city was won, and only a small number of 

enemy soldiers are left.” 

 

Of the 3 million people, most of them used the city roll to escape, and a small part died with Li Xiuyu. 

The whole battle was less than 3 hours. 

 

Lu Yang said in the simulation group: “In addition to Xia Yuwei, each vice president sent a 1,000-person 

player force to conduct a carpet search of the fortress. If there is a hidden thief player immediately kill.” 

 

Someone has made such a mistake. They have won the war. Most of them have taken offline to rest. 

They have not investigated whether there are stealth thieves in the fortress. As a result, a thief was 

fortunately not found. He happened to be the vice chairman. During the night, sneaking into the inner 

city and changing the fortress order, the other players returned, and the overnight battle was frustrated. 

 

“Yes.” White Lion and Zhuo Jiu said together. They both knew that Lu Yang was angry this time and did 

not dare to plead with Xia Yuwei, and each agreed to send troops to inspect. 

 

Half an hour later, the entire fortress was searched a large circle and more than 30 thieves were found. 

 

“Fortunately, the boss asked me to investigate again. When I caught a deputy chairman in the inner 

factory, when he killed the grandson, he also exploded a fortress.” Bai Lang said. 

 

Everyone lamented and looked at Lu Yang with admiration. 

 

This fortress is not easy to obtain. Just like the Jade Dragon Fortress, there are also many fortress 

cannons and arrow towers. The three city gates were opened by spies, and they broke into the fortress 

so easily. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The team settled down and told everyone that they will officially attack Beifeng City at 9 

am tomorrow, and all the members will go online at 8 am to prepare.” 

 

“Who is on duty tonight?” Tu Feng asked. 

 



“Xia Yuwei, Lan Yu, Zhang Zibo, Han Sha, you four on duty.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Oh.” The four said together. 

 

Because of Xia Yuwei’s incident, the three of them did not escape Lu Yang’s blame. 

 

“The rest go offline and rest.” Lu Yang said. 

 

After one night of fighting, the players left Ben Run City, flew to the various fortresses belonging to the 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood, and then ran back to trade equipment in the city. 

 

Lu Yang talks, all the equipment that players get is owned by the players, and they can sell for a good 

price. 

 

In the end, only Xia Yuwei and Lan Yu remained on the city. 

 

“Sorry, you were punished with me.” Xia Yuwei looked at Hansha and others with regret. 

 

The light and dark thief flashed out from the side Xia Yechenfeng said with a smile: “It’s okay, or I can’t 

sleep.” 

 

Looking up at Weiguang said: “Don’t blame yourself, no one will blame you if you do this.” 

 

Lan Yu drummed her mouth and said, “Well, who knows that slang words are so vicious, and found a 

woman like you to confuse Zheng Yuan.” 

 

The place where Xia Yuwei hated the most was here. He inserted his sword into the rock and said 

hatefully, “I will kill the silk language myself when I siege tomorrow.” 

 

The holy sword in his hand was lost, and there was obviously a second in the warehouse, but Lu Yang did 

not match her, which is enough to see Lu Yang’s anger this time. 



 

Zhang Zibo said, “Fortunately, you threw the holy sword at a critical moment. You finally got the silk 

word hooked. Otherwise, the situation of the guild is miserable. Yu Wei is really impulsive this time.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “I also know that I am sorry for other brothers this time, and tomorrow you help me, we 

must fight a beautiful battle.” 

 

“Um.” The crowd nodded together. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 808 - Hard talk 

  

In the current city, it is already 12 o’clock in the evening, and Lu Yangzheng and Tu Feng are discussing 

the next work. 

 

“Li Xiuyu’s interior is completely messed up.” Tu Feng said with a frown. 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “What’s wrong?” 

 

“Due to the espionage incident, Li Xiuyu couldn’t easily believe in his men. The commanders of the 

regiments and the commanders below also did not trust each other, and the whole collapsed.” Tu Feng 

said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “This time you did a good job.” 

 

Tu Feng said: “It is true that what you said is that the poisonous snake will not move, and it will be fatal 

to strike. These people have not used it since I bought it. This time, not only broke the fortress, but also 

caused Li Xiuyu to mess up . “ 



 

Lu Yang nodded and asked, “How many people did they gather to flee to Beifeng City?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “There are about 2 million people. Some members of the periphery have retired, and some 

have ignored Li Xiuyu. They stayed in the city and are expected to withdraw from the guild soon.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The people you bought are disrupted and reorganized into the hands of the eight vice 

presidents.” 

 

“Yes,” Tu Feng said, “the other two strongholds, Li Xiuyu, don’t need them anymore, have we accepted 

them?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I asked Han Fei to go. You organized reserve players to defend the fortress. At this time 

no one dared to provoke us.” 

 

Tu Feng nodded. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What happened to the other battlefields?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “Merritt’s battle with the hegemon also stopped before we ended, and I felt that Mélitz 

was a bit powerless and temporarily unable to defeat the hegemon.” 

 

“Across the Iron King City, the sword kills God and fights fiercely. It is estimated that he will be able to 

regain the Iron King City tonight and face the crazy sword killing God alone. 

 

“With regard to Lakeside City, with our support, Promise and Romance Assassins were driven out of the 

fortress by extermination and domineering spring and autumn. Now they are buying equipment from 

us, and it is estimated that they can fight again tomorrow morning.” 

 

“The two bosses of Jianyang City are still fighting. They have already been hurt very much, but they have 

hit real fire, and they will not stop regardless of the outcome.” 

 



“As for the Shadow City and the Green Jade City, there is still no change. On the orc side, Tianyao, like 

us, laid down a main city in the First World War. Our spy report on the elves side, Liu Jie found Tianyao 

and hoped that he would attack the sky. Wolf City, Tianyao didn’t agree. “ 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Liu Jie also wanted Tian Yao to act as a gunman for him. 

 

Tu Feng said with a smile: “That’s it.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Tonight you are a bit tired and on duty at night.” 

 

Tu Feng nodded, just about to leave, thought about it, and said, “Boss, don’t be angry with Yu Wei, after 

all, it has not caused any serious consequences.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I need to go to Zheng Yuan first to understand this.” 

 

“What are you going to do?” Tu Feng asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Relax, I have a sense of proportion.” 

 

Exit the game, take off the helmet, Lu Yang went downstairs, got on Hansha’s prepared vehicle, Hansha 

drove Landing Yang to a place called a fashion bar. 

 

In the third private room on the second floor, Zheng Yuan just sobered up. The table was filled with 

empty bottles. He was smoking cigarettes one by one, and his face was full of confusion. 

 

Alas. 

 

The door was pushed open, Zheng Yuan looked up, his eyes suddenly widened, and he said timidly, 

“What are you doing here?” 

 

He didn’t know he was being lured by Lu Yang, but thought he had lost Lu Yang’s fortress. 



 

Lu Yang, holding a bottle of spirits, sat beside him and said, “Look for you to drink.” 

 

“Drinking? The fortress was lost, wasn’t it?” Zheng Yuan said, wincing. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, unscrewed the bottle cap, poured a glass of spirits for Zheng Yuan, 

and said, “Drink first, the fortress is not lost.” 

 

Zheng Yuan breathed a sigh of relief, took a glass of wine and took a big sip of wine. He coughed 

violently and said, “What kind of wine is this, so strong.” 

 

Lu Yang asked Han Sha to hand him a glass and poured a glass, saying, “Oh, vodka, the strongest wine.” 

 

“How to drink this?” Zheng Yuan said. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Zheng Yuan in fear, smiled, leaned his body on the chair, and said, “Do you know, I 

used to be like you now, because it is difficult to control myself and drink hard.” 

 

“You?” Zheng Yuan looked at Lu Yang in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang recalled the days when he was fortified by Liu Jie in the last life. He drunk a whole glass of vodka 

into his stomach. There were enough spirits in his stomach, and Zheng Yuan widened in shock. Eyes, 

people who can drink like this are either born, or really like Lu Yang himself said, he has done so. 

 

Lu Yang made a happy voice, put the wine glass on the table, and asked, “Don’t you try it, it will make 

you feel better.” 

 

Zheng Yuan shook his head and said, “I don’t want to die yet.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and poured himself a glass, saying, “You don’t have to blame yourself. Although you are 

wrong, I will be wrong, and ambush Li Xiuyu’s and Wang Teng’s coalition. After smashing the entire 

running city, Li Xiuyu fled to the hurricane stronghold of Beifeng City with more than 2 million people. 



 

“Ah?” Zheng Yuan was stupid. He always thought he had made a big mistake, was cheated by a woman, 

failed his father, and failed Xia Yuwei. 

 

“This, what is going on here?” Zheng Yuan asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I took advantage of you. I know your second ancestor’s temper has not changed. I know 

you will still be confused by beauty. When I see this woman appear, I know he is a slang. Spy sent. “ 

 

Zheng Yuan appeared inexplicable anger in his heart, flushed and glared at Landing Yang, and asked, 

“Why don’t you remind me?” 

 

Lu Yang looked directly into Zheng Yuan’s eyes and asked, “Will you believe it?” 

 

“Me, me?” Zheng Yuan was awkwardly speechless. 

 

Lu Yang said, “You will definitely ask that woman. Not only will this woman not admit it, my ambush 

plan will not be realized.” 

 

Zheng Yuan couldn’t bear Lu Yang’s eyes, and turned his head to pick up the remaining half of the vodka 

glass, and drunk it with a sip. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Do you know the pain?” 

 

Zheng Yuan breathed two breaths, and the strong discomfort at the tail made him almost vomit. He 

looked at Lu Yang and said, “What are you doing?” 

 

Lu Yang held up his second cup of vodka, drank it again, and felt a strong stimulus. He sighed and said, 

“It’s really **** good.” 

 

Zheng Yuan was a little embarrassed. Wasn’t he tricked? How could Lu Yang be tricked? Regardless of 

his shame, he asked curiously, “What are you doing like this? Sympathize with me?” 



 

Lu Yang looked at Zheng Yuan, shook his head with a smile, and said, “I don’t know who will sympathize 

with me. Liu Jie rushed to kill me. The sword killer recaptured Iron King City and shouted for revenge. , 

The two icebergs who did not dare to find Liu Jie ’s predator also stared at me, as well as Mai Lizhe and 

Tian Yao, who wanted to kill me. Who would sympathize with me? I came to you today to drink So much 

pressure, I can’t let others see it. Just you are unlucky, let’s release the pressure together. “ 

 

Zheng Yuan smiled bitterly. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How about, do you still miss that woman?” 

 

Zheng Yuan’s heart tightened, and he said angrily, “I won’t let him go.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I know his name, and I also found his address. If you want to get revenge on him, I will 

give you a knife and you will kill him.” 

 

Zheng Yuan’s eyes suddenly widened, and he said angrily, “Where is he staying, I’m going to find him, 

I’m going to kill him.” 

 

Lu Yang took out a note from his arms and said, “This is the address.” 

 

Qi Yun has a lot of contacts in China. It is too easy to find a person who does not have a sense of 

prevention. Not only has he found the woman’s residence, but even his parents have made it clear. 

 

Zheng Yuan quickly grabbed the note and stood up and said, “I’ll go to him.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Slow.” 

 

“What?” Zheng Yuan asked. 

 

Lu Yang took out a high-carbon ceramic knife from his backpack and asked, “I have a knife so that you 

can easily pass the plane security check.” 



 

Zheng Yuan stared at the boss with sharp eyes. 

 

Lu Yang continued: “You haven’t killed anyone, I’ll tell you, don’t trust those on TV. You want to kill 

someone in the front, only to hit his heart.” 

 

Lu Yang gestured to his heart and said, “If you are stabbed in by a knife, no sound will be heard. He lives 

alone in the rented second-floor community. If you want to kill him, knock on him directly. It wo n’t 

open. The best way is to play as a takeaway brother. He will order a takeaway at 8am every morning. 

You can stand at the door and play as his boyfriend. Yes, the moment he opened the door, a knife 

passed into his heart. “ 

 

Every time Lu Yang said, Zheng Yuan’s face was scared. He was not a murderer. He was just angry at the 

woman’s actions. He couldn’t understand how Lu Yang knew the killer so well. 

 

Where does he know what kind of life Lu Yang lived in the last life! 

 

“How about, do you understand how I teach you?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Zheng Yuan stood embarrassed, and finally sat on the sofa collapsed and said, “What do you want me to 

do?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “You have two choices. First, cheer up. I will send you to defend my hometown, St. Gall, 

and the four fortresses will be yours.” 

 

Zheng Yuan froze and asked, “Do you still believe me?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The second way, exit the guild and continue to be so decadent.” 

 

Zheng Yuan quickly said, “I choose the first way.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Want to think?” 



 

“Thinking about it, I know where I went wrong, and once I figured it out, I won’t make a second mistake 

again.” Zheng Yuan said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Zheng Yuan, you remember a word, a person can’t control their own destiny in this life, 

because that is set by nature, the only thing you can do is to control your own person, with strict self-

discipline, full of Passion and confidence come to live. “ 

 

This is the experience summarized by Lu Yang I in the past. He was willing to tell Zheng Yuan because he 

believed that Zheng Yuan could change himself after such a painful incident. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 809 - Wang Teng merges with Li Xiuyu 

  

Zheng Yuan thought that it was only good luck for Lu Yang to go today. Now listening to what Lu Yang 

said, he feels that Lu Yang knows a lot more than he said, saying, “I believe you, there are only a few 

vice-committees about this mistake you make. I know that no one else knows it. I will say to you 

tomorrow morning that this matter was discussed with you in advance. We performed a play together. 

You transferred to St. Gall for the operation of the four forts. “ 

 

“Thank you, boss.” Zheng Yuan said sincerely. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Do n’t thank me. This time you paid for your feelings. Go to the Canglang Fortress. Yu Wei 

and Lan Yu are both there. Explain to them at the end. Go to the slaughter tomorrow morning. Feng 

makes a handover. “ 

 

“Um.” Zheng Yuan turned and left. 

 

Lu Yang poured himself a glass of vodka. After drinking it, he murmured to himself, “I still feel like 

drinking this way.” 



 

When you are upset, you can only feel better when you drink alcohol. 

 

Han Meng secretly poured himself a little bit, and spit it out just after tasting, saying, “It’s so hard to 

drink, brother, this wine hurts the body so let’s go back.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I’m not drinking alcohol, it’s my mood. Forget it, go back. There are so many 

things to deal with. The luxury of drinking is not enough for me to enjoy.” 

 

Han Sha, Han Meng and others were a little hesitant, left the bar blankly with Landing Yang, returned to 

the studio by car, and just returned to the room to rest. Xia Yuwei appeared at the door and looked at 

Lu Yang with apology. 

 

Lu Yang walked back to the room and said, “Look at what I do.” 

 

“Boss I was wrong.” Xia Yuwei followed the door and said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “What’s wrong?” 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “It turned out that you already thought about how to treat Zheng Yuan. I should not 

believe you.” 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “You’re not stupid.” 

 

In fact, the whole thing, it wasn’t Xia Yuwei’s appearance that Lu Yang was angry the most, but it was Xia 

Yuwei who didn’t believe him. 

 

Xia Yuwei felt so sorry for the first time. Just now Zheng Yuan found her and told Lu Yang to talk to him. 

Zheng Yuan sincerely told Xia Yuwei and Lan Yu that he had let go and would work hard in the future. 

 

Originally, Xia Yuwei thought that Lu Yang was only using Zheng Yuan as a pawn. Now it seems that she 

did something wrong. She didn’t believe Lu Yang wholeheartedly, and still complained about Lu Yang. 



 

“Boss, don’t be angry, I know I’m wrong.” Xia Yuwei used even Jiao. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Xia Yuwei and said, “Last time, Yu Wei, you dare to doubt me again and see how I can 

clean up you.” 

 

“You’re not angry.” Xia Yuwei asked carefully. 

 

Lu Yang smiled helplessly and said, “Why am I angry, is it useful to be angry, go back and think about 

how to lead the team to attack the city tomorrow is the main thing.” 

 

“Oh.” Xia Yuwei said with a small mouth, “Thank you, boss, then I’m gone, and I will perform well in the 

future.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and fell asleep in bed. 

 

Early the next morning. 

 

Lu Yang got up first. During the exercise, he called the white lion, Zhou Tianming and others to his side, 

explaining this. 

 

“Boss rest assured that the holy city is at the rear and is protected by all of us, and it is the same for 

everyone.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Zhou Tianming said: “I have no opinion. Zheng Yuan is indeed pitiful, and he has indeed made a 

contribution in this matter.” 

 

“I don’t have a problem,” White Lion said. 

 

… 

 



Several deputy chairmen and chiefs of the army did not have any opinions. In their hearts, they did not 

take this matter seriously. Lu Yang was good enough for them and gave each of them 50% of the shares 

in 8 forts. There is 1% of the total shares of the Jagged Brothers League; help them improve their 

personal skills, and also provide them with high-level players, now also take care of their lives and 

personal feelings, and help to solve the mistakes, such a good boss to find ah 

 

Lu Yang looked at each of them and said, “Okay, after the exercise, we went online on time. Today we 

started to attack Beifeng City and eliminate Wang Teng.” 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

Eight in the morning. 

 

The Iron Blood Brothers Guild Channel, Lu Yang and 7 vice presidents went online on time, and the 

players who had logged in immediately showed excited expressions. 

 

[Guild Channel] Lu Yang: All members gather. 

 

[Guild Channel] Zhou Tianming: Ming Wang Jun gathered at the Flower Garrison in St. Gall. 

 

[Guild Channel] I have a hard life: My Xi Liujun went to the Lanshan Fortress to gather. 

 

[Guild Channel] Xia Yuwei: My troops gathered at Linshan Fortress. 

 

… 

 

Seven vice presidents, 28 legions, and 5.6 million players formally gathered in various forts. 

 

More than 30 presidents of the affiliated guilds, including Yinhua Rujiu, Mr. Yue Ban, Heifeng Lao Yao, 

gathered 3 million people. 

 



Star Soul gathered 150 studios and more than 3,000 top players. By 9 AM, nearly 9 million people had 

assembled. 

 

Lu Yang stood at the head of the Lanshan Fortress and used a big speaker to drive live to all participating 

players, saying, “From the beginning, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood was to fight against Liu Jie, 

these **** consortiums and **** guilds. 

 

Today is finally the time to find Wang Teng to settle the bill. We have 4 million players wearing the 

blood demon temple equipment. Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu combined together have less than 1.2 million 

sets. I think it was the consortium who had the money to buy the equipment. Let’s fight on the ground. 

Today is different. Your equipment is better than these consortiums today. There are more 

opportunities. You want to see Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu’s shameful faces. “ 

 

Everyone laughed, Mr. Yueban and their more than 30 guilds also put together 1 million sets of blood 

demon temple suits. 

 

In addition to the beginning of any game, rich people wear ordinary equipment to bully ordinary players. 

Today, they are reversed and they wear high-quality equipment to bully rich people. 

 

Lu Yang said, “The whole army marches on. We bully the rich.” 

 

9 million people marched towards Beifeng City in a big laugh. Among them, Zhou Tianming took 800,000 

people to shoot Sirius’ 5000 totem shaman, Jiang Ze’s 800,000 players, and 1 million affiliated guild 

players. Huayu Fortress attacked Qianshan Fortress on the west side of Beifeng City. 

 

The turbid wine is full of bitter lovers, Sun Yu, Xiao Liang, and 1 million affiliated players walking to the 

Lanshan Fortress and attacking the Thunder Fortress in Beifeng City. 

 

Lu Yang personally took the three males of the Bai family, Xia Yuwei, and 1 million affiliated players to 

the Linshan Fortress on the left side of Liuliu City, attacking the Divine Fortress. 

 

The only fortress that was let go was the Hurricane Fortress. However, this so-called let-off is just in 

sight. There are two fortresses under Wang Teng’s best defense: Qianshan Fortress and Thunder 

Fortress. Wang Teng has never invested money in the defense of the Divine Stronghold. 



 

Tu Feng’s spy has long found out that Wang Teng did not send anyone to defend the Divine Power 

Fortress. The entire force was divided into two parts, one at Qianshan Fortress and one at Luolei 

Fortress. 

 

“Poor Wang Teng, I guess he never dreamed of it. The boss actually led someone into Beifeng City from 

the direction of the running city, and all the defense measures were done in vain.” Zhang Zibo said. 

 

Originally, Wang Teng thought that as long as the Qianshan Fortress and the Thunder Fortress were 

prevented, no matter how Lu Yang fought, as long as he couldn’t beat it, when Lu Yang launched his 

attack every day, he could only start from the Holy City or Hannibal. Every time he worked with ease. 

 

Lu Yang, however, took a different approach and killed Li Xiuyu directly. He went around first and hit the 

Divine Fortress. There was almost no defense. There was no Tibetan barracks outside the fortress. The 

curse came to death. 

 

Inside Beifeng City. 

 

Liu Jie, Wang Teng, dead dead grass, Li Xiuyu, Xisiyu and others are sitting together to discuss solutions. 

 

“Jie Shao, I’m doing my best, I can’t defend.” Wang Teng said in tears. He performed his best in front of 

Liu Jie. He knew that if he lost this time, he would have no effect here. . 

 

Liu Jie glanced at Wang Teng and said to the dead grass, “Is there any solution?” 

 

The dead grass shook his head and said, “The other party didn’t give us a bit of room to move, it was the 

hard-hitting of the big regiment. I couldn’t find a way.” 

 

Li Xiuyu said, “Think of it again, otherwise Wang Teng and I will be finished.” 

 

After thinking about it, he said, “There is another way, I’m afraid you don’t want to.” 

 



“What is it?” Everyone asked together. 

 

The dead grass said: “Incorporate your guild into Wang Teng’s guild, so that you can concentrate on 

defending a fortress, maybe there is a possibility of holding it.” 

 

Li Xiuyu was stunned and said, “This is how it works, that is my guild, how can it be incorporated into 

Wang Teng’s men.” 

 

The silk language looked at the dead grass, and he could not see any problems. He said, “I don’t agree. 

We would rather fail than give up our guild.” 

 

The dead grass said: “It’s not abandoning your guild. You and Wang Teng can imitate the practice of Hot 

Spring City and Binghuo City. They will be the boss together. This time, you two are just a temporary 

measure to survive the crisis together. In the past, you come and separate. “ 

 

Li Xiuyu said: “Even if they are together How long can it be, you might as well send someone to call us to 

save us.” 

 

Liu Jie said with a wry smile, “I think so, Liangyun gathered 3 million people and confronted me outside 

the Starlight Fortress. I’m here to support you. Is less than 3 million enough? Now I can’t guarantee it 

myself.” 

 

Li Xiuyu was speechless and said, “How can this be.” 

 

The dead grass said: “Let’s just listen to my merger guild and concentrate on the Qianshan Fortress, so 

you have a chance to survive.” 

 

Qianshan Fortress has 200 fortress cannons. The defense level is the same as that of Yulong Fortress. 

There are no rivers around it, only high mountains. 

 

Heidi shook his head in disapproval of the proposal and looked at Li Xiuyu: “The final decision is in 

Xiuyu’s hands, listen to him.” 

 



Helpless by Li Xiuyu, Hurricane Fortress is on the north side of Beifeng City, the fortress farthest from 

Luyang. He didn’t invest any money here to build fortifications. There is nothing like it that can’t defend. 

 

After thinking about it for a long time, he finally said, “Well, I agree to merge.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 810 - Old Man Soldiers Attack Lakeside City 

  

“Great, so you gather all your forces under the Qianshan Fortress, and your defensive forces just guard 

the four walls. There are too many Luyang personnel, and 9 million people cannot attack the city 

together, as long as you can resist for a week. , Lu Yang Tieding retired. “Said dead grass. 

 

“Hope,” said Li Xiuyu. 

 

Wang Teng said, “I must defend with all my strength.” 

 

“Merge them,” Liu Jie said. 

 

Li Xiuyu and Wang Teng clicked on the guild interface and clicked the confirmation button on the 

merged item. 

 

[System Tip]: Yingjie League Association and Emperor Xiucheng Association announced the merger, the 

new name is the creation country. 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu’s guild merged?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “I’ll ask.” 



 

He asked the spy buried under Wang Teng, and soon got the news, saying, “Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu 

announced their merger. Now more than 2 million people of Li Xiuyu have left the Hurricane Fortress, 

the whole army enters Qianshan Fortress, and Wang Teng’s 300 Dozens of players participate in defense 

together. “ 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “The two of them think very well. It is good to concentrate their forces on 

defending one of my fortresses. This is also good. I can directly occupy his three fortresses and stormed 

around such a fortress.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “We have seen the Qianshan Fortress. There is a military fortress. There are 20,000 

Tibetan barracks alone, 200 fortress guns, and 8,000 arrow towers. The surrounding terrain is flat and 

very difficult to hit.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Tell all troops to gather at Qianshan Fortress.” 

 

Tu Feng issued an order that 9 million players collectively headed towards Qianshan Fortress. On the 

way, Lu Yang ordered Sun Yu to take a small army to occupy the other three fortresses. 

 

By noon, 9 million people were concentrated under the Qianshan Fortress. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the east wall and looked at Li Xiuyu and Wang Teng on the city head, using a big horn, 

and said, “Li Xiuyu, you are ashamed. The heir of a consortium and Liu Jieping sat on the same level. A 

guild merged by a manager under Jie. “ 

 

Li Xiuyu felt that her face was dull, and she was even more scorned by Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Si stopped in front of Li Xiuyu, referring to Landing Yang and cursing: “The two of us are only merging 

against you temporarily, and you can attack the city if you have the courage. Now we have 5 million 

people defending a fortress. I want to see, you How else can I fight? “ 

 



Lu Yang said: “Slang, I said, I will make you regret that I will do it, do you think I dare not fight? I have 4 

million players of the Blood Demon Temple suit, you think that such a fortress can make Are you 

defending? “ 

 

芊芊 Si whispered Li Nei said: “You have the courage to fight.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “As you wish, the beautiful queen of the femme fatale.” 

 

He rode the Red Flame Lion King and turned towards a high mountain on the east side of Qianshan 

Fortress behind him. There are nearly 9 million people under his hands, and he can attack the city on all 

sides. He cannot see the entire fortress on one side of the wall. The battle situation needs to be in a 

relatively high place. 

 

Soon, Lu Yang came to the foot of the mountain and looked at the mountain more than 200 meters 

above his head. Lu Yang jumped to the top of the mountain with an escape dagger and two flashes of 

flashes. 

 

Tu Feng and Han Ying were waiting around. 

 

Tu Feng said: “All the forces surrounding the siege are ready to attack.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the bottom of the mountain, and 9 million people stood neatly in a queue, besieging 

Qianshan Fortress on all sides, and said, “Fight, fight for the fortress today.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Tu Feng issued an order. 

 

The white lion straightened up on the mount and said, “Three brothers, fight.” 

 

“Brothers, rush to the fortress and kill me!” The white wolf waved his arm and attacked the north 

fortress with 200,000 people. 



 

“Kill me.” Zhou Tianyan shouted, leading the team to attack the western fortress. 

 

“Kill ~!” Xia Yuwei personally led the team to attack the eastern fortress. 

 

Who attacked the south fortress in my life. 

 

Faced with the 800,000 players wearing the blood demon temple equipment from the first wave of 

attacks on all sides of the fortress, the defenders were crazy. 

 

Wang Teng shouted, “This is our last fortress. Fighting desperately must not let Lu Yang succeed.” 

 

The shrewd shouted: “Think about how good the guild is and how much wages and benefits you pay. 

Now it’s time for you to return to the guild. As long as you win this battle, the Li Family Consortium and 

the Liu Family Consortium will not treat you badly. Any of you players. “ 

 

… 

 

Wang Teng, Zhisiyu, and others did their best to boost morale. Soon, the first wave of attack came. The 

most popular current style of siege warfare is that soil mages use earth dragons to build soil slopes. 

 

Lu Yang has more than 60 earth-based mages, including more than 60 people supported by major guilds 

and studios, a total of 120 people, divided into four forts, each with 30 people. 

 

Each soil **** has a width of 30 meters. Constructing 10 soil slopes at a time is equivalent to a 300-

meter-long large slope. Players can run directly from the **** to the city wall. 

 

Both White Wolf and Zhou Tianyan were hot and rushed to the top of the hillside easily, fighting with 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu’s troops. 

 



Just after fighting here, Tu Feng came to Lu Yang and said, “The lakeside city can’t stand up, and the old 

man can take action.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and called the old man at the twilight and said, “Master, it’s your turn to perform.” 

 

“Hey, look at me.” 

 

The old man at the twilight was already ready. Starting this morning, the Promise and Romantic 

Assassin, with the support of Lu Yang, defeated the annihilation and domineering autumn. 

 

Extinction kills Domineering Hengqiu’s men in chaos, and a large number of players exit the guild. 

 

Lakeside City hits now, the level of most players is still between more than 40 levels and more than 50 

levels, very few to 60 levels. 

 

Promise and Romantic Assassins did not wait to settle the fortress. More than a dozen medium-sized 

guilds announced that they would join together to gather more than 500,000 players at level 60. They 

attacked the fortress and destroyed Promise and Romantic Assassins. 

 

The four guild bosses who have already become deadly enemies are dumbfounded. When they want to 

gather the guild players to fight back, the players in the guild have serious anti-war sentiment and do 

not want to continue fighting. 

 

The bosses of the four guilds were also unable to move, but they could not stand the guild to take away 

a group of them who were usually looked down upon. 

 

At this time, someone was walking. Since the four people are not satisfied with each other and do not 

want the inaccessible small guild to occupy it, it is better to invite a person of high morals to occupy it, 

such as the old man in the twilight. 

 

The old guilds of the four guilds disagreed, but at this time, it was no longer their turn. The old man and 

Lu Yang planned for a long time. Suddenly, they broke the news and supported the news that the old 

man managed the lakeside city on the World Channel. 



 

“Instead of letting the four of them fight, it’s better to let the old man come.” 

 

“The old man and Lu Yang have a good relationship, and we will not be attacked.” 

 

“The old man in the twilight is more courageous than the four of them. He is better than others. It is 

impossible for us to have such a fight and let us not develop within ourselves.” 

 

… 

 

The so-called three people become tigers. When countless people admired it, things changed. The guilds 

of the four people, Wuji, Extermination, Domineering, and Romantic Assassin, were basically broken 

down. Everyone was more than 200. Ten thousand people’s guild, because less than one million people 

are left after fighting for half a month, the fortress is now occupied, a large number of players withdraw 

from the guild, and less than 600,000 people each. 

 

They have no ability to resist! 

 

After more than a dozen medium-sized guilds grabbed the fortress, the uneven distribution of internal 

interests fought again. 

 

In the face of this situation, players who had previously quit the four guilds at or above the head level 

sent messages to the old man in the twilight, asking him to come forward to solve this problem. 

 

Lu Yang said that he would never interfere in the lakeside city. They tried to find Lu Yang, and Tu Feng 

refused. 

 

The old man at the twilight pushed for almost an hour, first as a prestigious player, then as the boss of 

the major business in the lakeside city, and then as a player doing real-world business in the city. 

 

These people were afraid that the old man would disagree and ran to the capital of freedom. The Zijin 

Dynasty Guild came to persuade him that after many resignations, but “cannot refuse”, he finally 



announced that the Zijin dynasty officially entered the lakeside city and cost 3 million Credit, hire the 

Poseidon Army to transport his players to the dock outside the lakeside city. 

 

“Brothers, I ’m not an old man. I want to go back to the mountain. It ’s really the friends of Lakeside 

City who asked for help. The national war is imminent. Are you willing to follow me? “The old man in the 

twilight stood at the fortress and asked 800,000 players. 

 

“Yes.” 800,000 people cheered loudly. 

 

Fools are unwilling to give them four strongholds and rely on the landing sun. Where is such a good 

thing? 

 

Originally, the 100,000 studio players were fighting against the old man, and Lie Qingfeng and Luo Siyu 

also hoped that the team could return to the battlefield. Now the old man agreed, and they all showed 

an excited look. 

 

The old man at the twilight was very satisfied with the cheers of 800,000 people, and said, “Since 

everyone has no opinion, the old man will not hide anymore, come and take the baby up.” 

 

Fifty thieves, all in black, appeared on the training ground, each holding 10 bags. 

 

“Boss, what is this?” Liquor Qingfeng asked curiously. 

 

The old man said, “There are 10,000 immortal suits and 300,000 blood demon temple suits.” 

 

“What?” All 800,000 people were stunned A million immortals? “The spirits breeze asked. 

 

“The old man said,” This is the strategy for the old man. I bought a 60-level excellent copy. I found 

dozens of top studios and rushed out all day and night. It was originally for the shadow city attack. Now I 

do n’t need defense. He’s gone, let’s get out. “ 

 

Luo Siyu screamed and shouted, “Boss, you are so handsome.” 



 

The old man in the twilight said with a smile: “Rose rain collar 4,000 sets, spirits breeze collar 4,000 sets, 

infinite war and dark blood swordsman one thousand sets, and the rest receive the blood demon temple 

set.” 

 

“Thank you, boss.” The four were very happy. 

 

10,000 sets of immortal equipment, even if there are not so many in Lu Yang’s troops, they feel that 

attacking Lakeside City will be an easy and unusual battle. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 811 - Onslaught 0 Mountain Fortress 

  

Originally, there were 400,000 blood demon temple suits under the old man, and almost 300,000 of 

them all wore blood demon temple equipment. 

 

Everyone changed their expressions when they put on the immortal suit, such as Luo Siyu and Qingfeng 

of Liquor. 

 

“This equipment is too strong. The dragon skin enchants, 6 blood gems, defense 8000, magic resistance 

4000, who can move us.” Said Liquor Qingfeng. 

 

“I am injured more than 6000 points, it is too strong.” Luo Siyu said cheeringly. 

 

The old man at the twilight looked at his four most elite generals with satisfaction. After time proved, 

Luo Siyu and Liquor Breeze were his most loyal subordinates, which deserves his full training. 

 

“To the port, we board the ship and go to Lake City,” said the old man. 



 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

800,000 people walked to the port in a mighty manner, Xiaoxiao Muyu and the famous players waiting 

for the lakeside city there were stunned. 

 

“Immortal suit?” 

 

“how can that be?” 

 

“It still has so many people. It must be 10,000 people.” 

 

… 

 

The 10,000 players who walked in the forefront led by the old man to the port and dock, and the old 

man said with a smile: “Dear everyone, let you wait for a long time.” 

 

“Late Boss, you are the immortal suit, why so many.” A player from Lake City asked. 

 

The old man in the twilight said proudly, “I bought an excellent copy of the customs clearance method, 

and let my men fight for more than a month. 

 

“You’re great.” Everyone said. 

 

Xiaoxiao Muyu smiled and said, “Late Boss, I don’t dare to pull you anymore, my strength is too strong.” 

 

The old man in the twilight laughed and said, “Is there a fortress gun on this ship? What am I doing to 

grab the ship? Don’t worry, I don’t have the ability of your two brothers to fight hard with Liu Jie.” 

 

Xiaoxiao Muyu said, “Hey, this is the same, let’s go on board.” 



 

The old man on the twilight boarded the warship for the first time. Liquor Qingfeng and others led the 

players to board the ship one after another. 50 ships easily loaded 800,000 people. 

 

The ships sailed down the river from the Freedom City to the lakeside city. Two hours later, the ship 

arrived at the lakeside city. After the twilight elders had just sorted out their troops, more than a dozen 

civil war guilds stopped the war neatly to intercept outside the port. 

 

The old man in the twilight smiled with a lot of lakeside cities, he said: “The strong breeze, the infinite 

war, the dark blood swordsman, destroy them for me.” 

 

“Yes.” The three spirits Qingfeng shouted in unison. 

 

“Legion of the Immortal, charge.” 

 

“Immortal Charge.” 

 

“charge.” 

 

7,000 players wearing the immortal suit followed the trio of spirits and breeze attacking forward. The 

bosses of a dozen guilds were stupid when they saw the spirits breeze and they were wearing the 

immortal suit. 

 

The immortal suit at level 60 represents absolute invincibility. The spirits and breeze are all charged by 

the immortal army. Even if these dozens of guilds have more than 500,000 blood demon temple suits, it 

is difficult to kill the 7000. people. 

 

The old man in the twilight said to Luo Siyu, “Let the curse be released.” 

 

During this time, the old man, with an anonymous identity, spent a lot of money to buy 5 forbidden 

spells and 200 forbidden spells at major auction houses in the country, and just handed them to Luo 

Siyu. 



 

“Yes.” Luo Siyu excitedly walked to the front with more than 300 people. Originally, Luo Siyu had more 

than 100 secondary banned troops. Now she can release her skills. 

 

“Forbidden Mage, 1 to 10 groups, ready.” Luo Siyu said. 

 

Each group is 10 people, 100 mages are enlisted, and the staff is chanted at the same time. 

 

After 10 seconds, a speechless 10,000 yards long and 200 yards wide covered the sky over a dozen 

guilds forming a coalition. 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

“Great earthquake” 

 

“Space-Time Cutting” 

 

… 

 

Hundreds of secondary forbidden spells fell to the ground, and a dozen combined guilds collapsed under 

double blows. 

 

“So strong!” The boss of the first auction house in Lakeside City said in surprise. 

 

“It’s worthy of being an old man in the twilight, just strong.” 

 

… 

 

A group of people praised. 

 



The old man in the twilight smiled proudly, thinking that he was able to compete with Lu Yang at the 

beginning. Now this level has shrunk too much for him, and there is nothing to show off. 

 

The old man in the twilight said faintly: “The whole army charged and lay down four strongholds 

directly.” 

 

800,000 people rushed up, and the alliance formed by more than a dozen guilds collapsed and was 

chased all the way below the fortress. 

 

The old man from the twilight began to attack from the first fortress, and hit the fourth fortress without 

encountering any high-intensity resistance, and easily unified the lakeside city. 

 

late at night. 

 

The old man in the twilight watched countless players lining up to join the guild at the Lakeside City 

Recruitment Office. He called Lu Yang’s phone and said, “My mission is completed. I have successfully 

won Lakeside City and are recruiting players. Your How’s it going.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the fortress that was storming and said, “Two days, you can fight it.” 

 

The 5 million defensive fortress was not so easy to hit. The iron ghost’s method of finding was found by 

the opponent. The Holy Light Knight and the priest used Holy Light magic. The 5000 Iron Ghost was 

almost all dead. It would take a day to summon again. . 

 

The death of the pseudo dragon legion was also quite severe. The silk language found that the defense 

of the pseudo dragon was much worse than that of the real black dragon. There was also a limit on the 

number of times of dragon breath. 

 

The death time of a pseudo dragon is the same as that of an iron ghost, and it takes one day. Sun Yu has 

some jeopardy, and dare not let the pseudo dragon rush too fast. 

 



Although Lu Yang suffered some serious injuries this afternoon, the losses in Beifeng City were even 

worse, 5 million players have died at least twice, and some of the main players have died dozens of 

times. 

 

In terms of equipment, White Wolf and others rushed to the city several times and got at least 20,000 

sets of equipment, leaving about 10,000 sets. 

 

Lu Yang said to the old man, “Let’s take a rest tonight and transfer the forbidden troops tomorrow.” 

 

“Okay.” Elderly Twilight went offline. 

 

Lu Yang watched the time approaching 12 o’clock, and said to Tu Feng around him, “It’s here tonight, 

tell the players of the affiliated guild, retreat.” 

 

“Okay,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang said on the guild channel: “Here we are here tonight, the brothers have worked hard and 

retreated temporarily.” 

 

“Stop it,” White Wolf asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “Not enough. It’s too late tonight.” 

 

The white wolf smiled and said, “Without paying attention to time, this retreats.” 

 

“Stop offense.” 

 

“Get here tonight.” 

 

“Rest.” 



 

… 

 

The call to stop the attack sounded around Qianshan Fortress, and the players of the Brotherhood of 

Iron and Blood and the affiliated guilds slowly retreated. 

 

On the city’s heads, Li Xiuyu, Zhisiyu, Wang Teng, and others saw that the Brotherhood of Iron Blood 

had really withdrawn, and they all breathed a sigh of relief. At this time, everyone was sweating heavily. 

This battle exhausted them Has worked hard. 

 

Lu Yang watched Wang Teng, Li Xiuyu and others on the city head, with a sneer on his face, and returned 

to Hannibal City with the boss of more than 30 guilds. 

 

“Thank you all tonight, we will continue tomorrow.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“no problem.” 

 

… 

 

Everyone said. 

 

Lu Yang sent them off the assembly line and said to Xia Yuwei and Zhuo Jiu, who were beside him, 

“Tonight Jiu Jiu and the White Lion are on duty, and the rest will be off-line.” 

 

“Ok.” 

 

At the end of the battle, everyone felt a little tired, and each of them went offline to rest, and Lu Yang 

also rested. 

 



One night later, the next morning, Lu Yang assembled his troops to attack the city again. 

 

The old man in the twilight appeared with his troops under Qianshan Fortress, and Xia Yuwei and Zhuoju 

were a little surprised. 

 

“Master Late, what are you doing here?” Asked Zhuoju. 

 

The old man Twilight laughed and said, “I’m here to help you out. Behind me are more than 300 

secondary forbidden spell wizards and 5 forbidden spell wizards.” 

 

Xia Yuwei and the White Lion took a breath. 

 

“So much,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang went to the old man in the twilight and said, “Late twilight is our ally, let’s get started.” 

 

“Um.” The crowd nodded together. 

 

After one night, the skill cool-down time of Lu Yang’s more than 300 secondary forbidden mage players 

has ended. 

 

After coming to the city, after Lu Yang’s first wave of curse was hit, the people like Lu Siyu and Wang 

Teng thought that their skills were over. I did not expect the second wave of curse to appear. 

 

Looking at the spell falling in the sky, Li Xiuyu said blankly, “Why is there a forbidden spell.” 

 

The lingering language looked down at the city and glanced at the old man who was hiding among the 

members of the forbidden mage group, sitting on the ground and laughing. 

 

“This old bastard,” the wispy whispered, pointing at the old man, “It’s the old man’s forbidden mage.” 



 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu looked in the direction of the fingers of the silk language. Among the people 

who released the curse, the old man was greeted with a smile and smiled. 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” Bai Shi, Zhuo Jiu, Zhou Tianming, bitter love half-life shouted in unison, and 

rushed towards the fortress. 

 

“Not good, block them with fortress cannons and arrow towers, you can’t let them rush to the wall.” 

Shouted in a whisper. 

 

“Unstoppable, I’ll take someone up.” Qu Han said. 

 

Hundreds of thousands of shooters shot out of the city under the city. This was invented by Qu Han. The 

only way to restrain the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood from attacking the city is to avoid most 

secondary injunctions and effectively damage the blood. Brother League players. 

 

It’s a pity This time they are going to be disappointed. The old man in the twilight returned 10,000 sets 

of Immortal suits to Lu Yang. The players at the front of this charge are all immortal suits. 

 

“Rush up, one team attack, the second team grab equipment.” Bai Hu shouted. 

 

200,000 people rushed to the city in batches, part of which continued to attack forward under the 

leadership of White Tiger, part of the equipment on the ground, after picking up a storage bag, 

immediately withdrew from the city wall, returned to the battlefield, and handed over the equipment. 

To Tu Feng. 

 

Tu Feng made records in batches. Which vice-chairman hit the next, and the equipment belonged to the 

army where the vice-chairman was. 

 

“Hey, I’m getting rich now,” Tu Feng said. 

 

“How much?” Lu Yang asked. 



 

Tu Feng said, “I got at least 300,000 pieces this time.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 812 - Shadow City and Emerald City battle 

  

Lu Yang nodded. He stood on the high mountain and saw clearly that the troops had already entered the 

city. However, the number of players who rushed in was much smaller than in the city, and he was shot 

out without insisting for a long time. 

 

“It looks like Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu are really desperately fighting, and there is no other way for Liu 

Jie.” The old man returned to Lu Yang and said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “What else can Liu Jie do? 100 Neptune ships are hidden in the sea that players can’t swim 

in. If the fortress of Iceberg City is attacked by Liu Jie, it will reach the fortress in 10 minutes. Outside, 

the use of 5,000 fortress guns once was the same as putting 100 forbidden spells. Liu Jie sent a small 

number of troops to attack a few times without success. “ 

 

The old man asked, “What’s up with Liangyun?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Liangyun’s situation is better than ours. He occupies three main cities. There are no 

strong enemies besides Liu Jie. Now he confronts Liu Jie. Liu Jie does not even dare to tune out to fight 

icebergs. city.” 

 

Liang Yun has the **** of war, and the holy sword sent by Lu Yang in his hand. In the transformed state, 

a person can storm into the enemy’s millions of battle lines and kill thousands of people. There is no 

danger in himself. A proper **** of war . 

 



The old man in the twilight said: “Then I will rest assured, we can happily kill Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu, 

unfortunately, the bloodthirsty tyrants and the eternal spirit are all finished, and some of them are not 

happy.” 

 

The old man was still worried about things that had been persecuted by the bloodthirsty domineering 

and the eternal soul. If it were not for them, the holy city, the emperor city, the north wind city, and the 

hannibal city should be the same as the hegemon. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The bloodthirsty tyrant has entered the hospital, and there are eternal spirits, black 

blood, gods of heaven and blue sky. These four unwilling, are still mixing under Wang Teng’s hands, it 

seems that the defense is the west wall. . “ 

 

The old man in the twilight said with a holy sword, “I’ll get them to take revenge.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and watched the old man go to the west. He also wanted to go, but he is now the 

general commander of the overall situation. He can only sit here. If he is killed in the battle, he will even 

take away the heart of the demon god. , Then this war is tantamount to losing. 

 

“Unfortunately, I can only be a spectator.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tu Feng and others laughed. The Brotherhood of Iron and Blood developed to this day. The previous 

wars were Lu Yang’s charge, but it is not the same now. Each of the 7 vice presidents and 28 legion 

commanders can lead the charge. Lu Yang missed no chance. 

 

“The soul is eternal, I’m looking for revenge from you.” The old man from the twilight came from a 

distance using the loud roar of a loud speaker. 

 

Lu Yang looked up. On the western wall of Qianshan Fortress, the old man in the twilight rushed to the 

head of the city with the holy sword carrying the guards, and was eternally fighting against the spirits. 

 

Divine Eternal is a mage. Yesterday, he fought a whole day of battle. He was on duty again at night. He 

was killed in a mental state. He could not stop the close-up attack of the old man, and the old man was 

chopped off his shoulder and died. 

 



“Clear blue sky, get out of Lao Tzu.” The old man cried. 

 

The blue sky stood not far away. Facing the single-headed request of the old man, he could only bite the 

bullet, and was hacked to death by the old man. 

 

“God of War, get out.” The old man cried. 

 

“You’re not looking for me, I’m looking for you, you old man …” The last word of the God of War did not 

say, the old man of the twilight rushed to the God of War first, and inserted his backhand sword into his 

neck. Celestial War God died. 

 

“Black blood, get out of Lao Tzu.” The old man Twisted cursed. 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Old man, this is revenge.” 

 

“What a hate.” 

 

… 

 

In the whispers of the crowd, the black blood hid in the middle of the crowd, and he did not dare to fight 

with the old man in the twilight. 

 

“Let the old man back, White Lion, they are about to be beaten out of the fort.” Tu Feng said. 

 

“Um.” Lu Yang sent a message to the old man. 

 

“I’ll be back here.” The old man in the twilight took a break and retreated from the wall. 

 



After the first wave of attack was over here, after Bai Hu and others retreated, it was Bai Bai, Zhou 

Tianyan, and Han Sha’s turn to hit the second wave. 

 

Lu Yang originally thought that he could lay the fortress within three days according to this style of play. 

What Lu Yang did not expect was that Liu Jie was ruthless and bought the Blood Demon Temple Set from 

other guilds of the National Service at a high price. Lu Yang’s five-day attack. 

 

By the sixth day, the players on Lu Yang’s side were exhausted, and the defenders in Qianshan Fortress 

were also exhausted. 

 

On the east side of Qianshan Fortress. 

 

Lu Yang and Tu Feng and other vice presidents discussed with the presidents of major guilds. 

 

“Today should be the last battle. Even if Liu Jie spends money to buy equipment, we have hit nearly 

600,000 blood demon temple suits. Players in the fortress absolutely have no ability to withstand our 

attack today.” . 

 

“I agree, as long as the entire army is complete, we are likely to lay the fort with a wave of attacks.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Suddenly, Tu Feng’s face turned abrupt. He looked at Lu Yang and said, “Boss, something big is 

happening. Let’s quickly attack the city.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What’s wrong?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Just got news, Shadow City and Green Jade City have formed an alliance with Meilizhe, 

and this morning they attacked the four fortresses of the Freedom City. Now the army has begun.” 

 

Lu Yang asked: “Do Shadow City and Luyu City have this strength?” 

 



Tu Feng opened the video and said, “Look at it.” 

 

Lu Yang watched the video projected to Tu Feng. In the picture, the owner of Shadow City rides on a 

**** warrior with black light shining all over his body, holding a green ancient lamp, with 1 million 

players and boundless Skull army. 

 

On the other side, the ancient king of the emerald city rides on a plague war horse. Four dark green 

floats float in front of him, and there are more than 1 million players behind him. 

 

Lu Yang fiercely opened his eyes and said, “Why the old soul lamp and the poisonous orb, how could 

they have this thing.” 

 

The old man asked, “What’s wrong? Is it strong?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s finished, the hegemon is about to lose.” 

 

“No, the hegemony has nearly 5 million people. He is willing to spend money. How can he fail with so 

many elite players?” 

 

When the old man left, the fortress was returned to the male for free. In addition to the Nikko city 

occupied previously, the male fortified added 1 billion credits to the game. The purpose is to be able to 

fight the attacks of two fortresses at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You don’t understand. We are going to attack the city as soon as possible. If Ma Lizhe 

takes Nikko, he can turn around and hit us at any time.” 

 

The crowd didn’t feel why Lu Yang looked like this, they all felt a little inexplicable, but all nodded and 

promised to go, and they were ready to go. 

 

When the Jagged Brothers attacked Qianshan Fortress here, Lu Yang sent a special invitation to Xiongba. 

 

The light flashed. 



 

Xiongba and Lu Yang appear in a special space at the same time. 

 

“What are you looking for?” Xiong Ba asked coldly. 

 

Lu Yang said: “No matter what the situation, you must not concentrate all your forces in one fortress. 

You must defend one by one for the chance.” 

 

Xiongba snorted and said, “Are I stupid, the other three main cities, 5 million people came to fight me, I 

do not find a fortress and fight against them, but also fight with them fortress? Lu Yang, you guy is too 

**** Well, you want me to give you time. “ 

 

Lu Yang said silently, “At this time, what do I do this kind of thing, you believe me …” 

 

Before Lu Yang finished speaking, the male domineerer withdrew from the special space. When Lu Yang 

sent another message to the male domineerer, the male domineerer pulled him out. 

 

Lu Yang could not help yelling and said, “He is overwhelmed with this arrogant waste.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” The old man asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I can’t help him if he wants to die. Follow me. I will lay a fortress today.” 

 

Qianshan Fortress has more than 1 million players in charge of attack, and the remaining 8 million are 

waiting to be rotated. 

 

Lu Yang came to the city with the twilight elderly and other bosses of various guilds. Xia Yuwei and Zhuo 

Jiu and others saw Lu Yang coming and greeted them curiously. 

 

“Boss, what’s wrong?” 

 



Lu Yang pointed at the fortress and said, “The enemies’ forbidden spells have been released, and now 

they command the entire army to charge, whether by rope or climbing, more than 2 million people in 

your direction will rush to me. 

 

“Assault of the army?” Zhuoju asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said, “That’s right, it’s the whole army charging, no matter what the injury or the equipment, I 

just need to lay this fortress.” 

 

“Yes.” Turbid wine poured back and issued an order. 

 

Lu Yang rode the Red Flame Lion King with Tu Feng and others to the next city gate and said the same 

thing to Zhou Tianming. Then he led the team to the remaining two city gates, and more than 9 million 

people were taken by him. Mobilizing, the whole team entered an offensive state. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood, kill ~!” 

 

“Brother Brotherhood, lay the fort.” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

… 

 

The turbid wine poured, Zhou Tianming, bitter love half-life and White Lion launched a total attack from 

four city gates at the same time, more than 9 million people swarmed towards the fortress. 

 

The defenders Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu were shocked. 

 

“Lu Yang has always attacked?” Li Xiuyu said. 

 

Wang Teng said: “Not good, the fortress can’t hold it this time.” 



 

Li Xiuyu panicked and asked, “What shall we do?” 

 

Wang Teng said, “Fight it Let’s fight first, if we lose, we will gather in the office of my guild in Beifeng 

City.” 

 

Li Xiuyu nodded with the silk language. 

 

“Stop them, don’t let them be fortified.” 

 

“Defense, hold on.” 

 

… 

 

An unprecedented offensive and defensive battle was officially launched. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the low mountain on the side of Dongchengmen to supervise the battle. At the same 

time, he sent the three younger brothers Han Ying to the capital of freedom. 

 

The Eagle Queen Fortress of the Free Capital and the Golden Light Fortress of Sunlight City are the two 

strongest defensive fortresses. In the face of a three-way attack, the hegemony will not be divided into 

two parts. One part will be led by him. Another part was unintentionally led by her woman Qu at the 

Eagle Queen fortress. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 813 - Poison King fame 

  



Lu Yang is most afraid of this situation. Among the bosses of ghost city and green jade city, the old king 

of green jade city has a poisonous heart. If this thing is not abundant, his strength is very low, but once 

his The toxin is abundant. In the last life, Lu Yang watched a video. The ancient king once sprayed a 

poison mist into a fortress and poisoned all players in the fortress. 

 

The poison he sprayed can only be dispelled by the paladin who turned twice. The rest of the 

professions do not have this ability at all, but the toxins are never good to configure. If you want to 

gather together to spray a fortress mist, you must reach one in front of you. Dark green poisonous orbs 

can only be used. 

 

Just now Lu Yang has watched. There are four poisonous orbs in front of the ancient king, proving that 

he can spray out four poisonous mists that destroy a fortress. 

 

If the majesty blocked Mai Lizhe, Qu had no intention as long as the two million people were scattered 

and defended in the four fortresses, the ancient king easily dared not to spray drugs, and could only 

attack normally. 

 

Although the shadow army of the Shadow City is powerful, it is too slow. It will take at least a day for 

them to reach the Shadow City, and the bully has a chance to delay it. 

 

As long as he can drag to the evening, he has beaten Beifeng City on his own side, he can take more than 

600 people to support the spell-casting mage team, so many mages have at least the opportunity to 

help him kill Red Moon City, but the male hegemony ignores it He can imagine what the outcome will 

be. 

 

Blackstone Trail. 

 

Bian Wuji and Gu Wang proudly looked at each other. 

 

“I didn’t expect that the boy from Mali Zhe actually had the treasure we needed urgently. I was worried 

that the skeleton could not get out of the Shadow City, and he helped me solve it.” Bian Wuji said. 

 



“Haha, we both owe that kid a favor. Originally, I only collected the poisonous mist of two highly toxic 

orbs. He suddenly gave me two. This time we can not only lay the capital of zìyóu, but also have the 

ability to go. Hit Iron King City and Jianyang City. “Said the ancient king. 

 

“Every day when we watch the group fight and kill there, it’s our turn to play.” Bian Wuji said. 

 

The ancient king said, “Brother, let me take a step first. You send someone to follow me to receive the 

two fortresses. I took them from the Eagle Queen and Victoria Fortress.” 

 

Bian Wuji said: “Yes, the price of your poisonous mist is almost half of the fortress, and I will let you 

follow you.” 

 

The ancient king nodded, taking his own one million people and the ancient king’s 500,000 people to 

use the acceleration scroll to quickly reach the boundary of the capital of zìyóu. 

 

“You go to occupy the fortress. If there is resistance, tell me immediately, and the rest will follow me to 

the Queen Eagle fortress.” Said the ancient king. 

 

500,000 boundless men and 100,000 ancient kings flew to the other three forts in the capital of Zìyóu. 

Qu did not intend to focus on defending the Eagle Queen fortress in accordance with the requirements 

of the hegemon. 

 

System Tip: Victoria Fortress Occupied by Enemies 

 

… 

 

A series of three prompts caused Qu, who stood on the head of the Queen of the Eagle fortress, to 

inadvertently raise her eyebrows. She bit her silver teeth and said, “I will take it back.” 

 

All the players under the tyrants were also very angry. This was the fortress that they had worked so 

hard to get robbed. 

 



“Inadvertently look at it, there are enemies coming in the distance.” The great captain of the regiment 

pointed at the distance. 

 

Qu inadvertently looked up, and in front of the fortress, at the horizon, a dark green was approaching 

their walls. 

 

“Who is this?” Qu inadvertently frowned. 

 

The great sky said: “He is the poisonous master, the boss of Luyu City, the ancient king.” 

 

Qu Wuyi said, “My information is only from Shadow City. I don’t know anything about this ancient king. 

Do you know him?” 

 

The great sky shook his head and said, “I do n’t know. Until the game started, all major cities have 

participated in the war. Only the Green Jade City and the Shadow City have not participated in the war. I 

heard he likes to attack enemies with toxins. “ 

 

Qu nodded inadvertently. If it was just poison, she had a large number of priests and paladins in her 

hands, and the other party only needed to dispel the poison. 

 

“Everyone pays attention, the other party is good at poisoning. If the enemy attacks with poison, the 

priest and Paladin should disperse in time.” Qu inadvertently called. 

 

“Boss rest assured that we must disperse in time.” 

 

“Haha, a man who fights with poison also dares to attack the city. This is not how to write the dead 

words.” 

 

“Get out in a while and abuse them.” 

 

… 

 



More than 2 million players have not taken the ancient king seriously. So far, the poison only exists on 

the thief’s bǐshǒu and the shooter’s arrow, and the rest of the occupations do not use poison to attack. 

 

On the one hand, the probability of this thing being poisoned is very low, on the other hand, the damage 

of the toxin is also low, which does not cause much harm to the player. 

 

“The one named Gu Wang, you are a garbage.” 

 

“Dare to attack the city if you know how to use poison. Your grandpa’s detoxification is waiting.” 

 

“Come on, garbage.” 

 

“moron.” 

 

… 

 

Players on the city saw the ancient kings approaching 70 yards in taunting mode, scolding the ancient 

kings for nothing. 

 

The ancient king rode a plague war horse to a position 50 yards away from the fortress, and watched the 

player who scolded him on the city head with a sneer. 

 

“I heard people say that the Supreme Dynasty Guild is one of the three major guilds in the early human 

race. I can’t think of the low quality of the players. I don’t think that this is the case for the hegemony. 

They are all bragging outside.” The ancient king said in a flat tone with a loud speaker. 

 

Qu Wuyi ignored the deception of the ancient king after a long battle, saying, “Our Supreme Dynasty has 

always been arrogant to friends, and it is so to the enemy. What can you do, ancient king?” 

 

“Rubbish.” 

 



“Hurry up if you can’t fight.” 

 

“Be careful, I’ll kill you after leaving the city.” 

 

… 

 

The scolding resumed, and the ancient king was scolded by a dog’s blood. 

 

Originally the ancient king thought that this was his first battle. If he wanted to show his power, he 

would scold the other side and then siege. Then he could show his ability, but he did not expect to be on 

the battlefield. How can the other party have time for you to make a splash, especially this kind of 

person who has not proven his strength, it is strange to let the other party scold him. 

 

“This is what you asked for.” The ancient king was angry, he grabbed a dark green poisonous ball 

floating in front of his hand and put it in his mouth. After chewing hard, his body became dark green and 

quickly expanded into A terrifying looking monster. 

 

“What is this.” 

 

“too disgusting.” 

 

… 

 

The players on the city’s head were surprised when they saw this scene. 

 

Qu inadvertently frowned and said, “Tell everyone to be careful, he may be siege.” 

 

The great sky nodded, and just about to speak, the city below laughed at the ancient king who ate 

himself as a monster 5 meters high. 

 



“Qu has no intention, today I will let you see, I’m terrific.” The ancient king’s legs stepped heavily in the 

soil, and his neck came out to face the city. 

 

“Breakthrough Poison” 

 

The ancient king roared, opened his mouth wide, and the dark green toxin spewed out of his mouth and 

went straight to the city wall. 

 

When the toxin is 30 meters away from the city wall, the liquid toxin suddenly turns into a gaseous 

poisonous mist and spreads forward. 

 

The Eagle Queen fortress is more than 5,000 meters in length and more than 5,000 meters in width. In 

less than a minute, the poisonous mist envelopes the entire fortress, and the player can see it less than 

1 meter away. 

 

“What is this toxin, how can it hurt so high, quickly disperse and add blood.” The great sky shouted. 

 

The toxin drops down at a rate of 1,000 points per second. He only has more than 10,000 health points. 

At this rate, he can only resist 15 seconds. 

 

The holy light shines, a range of dispersal appears, and one of the dispel skills falls on the great sky and 

unintentional body. 

 

The two were about to breathe a sigh of relief, but found that the toxins had not been dispersed at all. 

 

“How could it be, I’m still poisoned.” Qu said inadvertently. 

 

“No good, this poisonous mist can’t be dispelled, add blood soon,” shouted the great sky. 

 

“Blood is falling too fast. It’s too late.” 

 



“I can’t see people, where are they all?” 

 

… 

 

The fortress city was in a panic and the visibility was only one meter. The priest could n’t find anyone to 

add blood to the player. He could only control the people around him, but even if he could add blood, 

the poisonous fog would last for a long time. It is because taking medicine can not increase the player’s 

health. 

 

A total of 2 million defensive players, not even one-tenth of the healing profession, how can it be added. 

 

Soon, a large number of players began to die. 

 

The ancient king below the fortress has returned to normal appearance. Looking at his large amount of 

kill data, he waved his hand and said, “The whole army siege.” 

 

“Chong ~!” 

 

More than 1 million people went straight to the fortress, and the 2 million people unintentionally 

brought by Qu on the city were unable to resist. Less than a third of them were already dead, and the 

rest were struggling to add blood. 

 

Soon, the players of the ancient king broke the gate of the fortress, climbed to the fortress’s head, and 

easily ended the battle. The entire war came down, and the ancient king did not lose a person. 

 

Golden Light Fortress. 

 

The tyrant gave up the other three fortresses in Nikko City, and concentrated on defending the golden 

light fortress against Miriam under the city. 

 

When the two were fighting fiercely, Qu accidentally called and said, “Sorry, Queen Eagle Fortress, I lost 

it.” 



 

Xiongba almost spit out blood said in anger: “You, how did you lose, how long did it take.” 

 

He couldn’t imagine the fact that Qu hadn’t kept it for a whole day. In order for Qu to keep the fortress 

unconsciously, he deliberately gave her a lot of elites. 

 

Qu inadvertently gritted his teeth and said, “The ancient king of Luyu City will spit poisonous mist. A 

poisonous mist will cover the entire fortress. The poisonous mist cannot be dispelled. It loses 1000 

points of blood every second. More than 2 million players in the city are dead . “ 

 

The male is overwhelmed, and he did not expect that the ancient king was so powerful that he had such 

skills. 

 

“Boss, what do you do, the ancient king’s poisonous mist is too powerful, a poison can spread a fortress, 

once the ancient king reaches the golden light fortress, a poisonous mist can be taken down.” Qu 

inadvertently asked. 

 

Xiongba looked at his fortress. Where did he know what to do? The other three fortresses in Nikko City 

had been abandoned, and the capital of zìyóu had fallen behind. He only had such a fortress, and there 

was nowhere to hide. 

 

Only then did he recall the words Lu Yang asked him to disperse his forces to defend, and it turned out 

that Lu Yang wanted to help him. 15 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 814 - 0 Mountain Fortress City Break 

  

“You can’t live by yourself,” Xiongba sighed. 

 



Qu was unconsciously shocked. For the first time he heard Xiongba speak in such a tone, he couldn’t 

help shaking and asked, “What are you going to do?” 

 

Xiongba said, “We can’t fight like this anymore. Change it.” 

 

“A different method?” Qu asked inadvertently. 

 

Xiongba said: “As soon as the ancient king arrives, my golden light fortress will be lost. I can’t let him kill 

us like this and tell all players to give up the fortress and we will return to the city first.” 

 

“Return to the city?” Qu didn’t know that this was the best way, but he gave up all the fortresses, and 

the guild had no roots. 

 

“Do you really want to do this?” Qu inadvertently asked. 

 

Xiongba said, “Otherwise you have a better way?” 

 

Qu inadvertently shook his head. 

 

“Retreat, so there is still a chance.” Xiongba reluctantly issued the order to the heads of various legions 

and heads, the players defending the city began to gradually withdraw from the fortress. 

 

Merezer, who was storming the Golden Light Fortress, suddenly found that his players easily rushed to 

the fortress, and he quickly asked: “What’s going on inside the fortress?” 

 

Several commanders rushed in and said, “There are no people in the fortress, I don’t know where they 

are going.” 

 

“No one?” McLeod said cheerfully, “Xiongba is still very clever. I figured out a way to fight me.” 

 

Lin Kai said, “He thought we were tormented in the city, so we can’t take him, naive.” 



 

Ma Lizhe said: “I have been preparing for this day for a long time, domineering, then you are the first to 

be a test.” 

 

As early as New Year’s Eve, Mai Lizhe bought the Old Soul Lamp and Venomous Orb in his auction house. 

 

He knows that he has the heart of death and the ancient king has a poisonous heart. He also knows that 

the skeleton created by the heart of death cannot leave the shadow city. The poisonous heart needs a 

poisonous orb to spray the venom. 

 

The Old Soul Lamp and the Poisonous Orb can solve their problems, but Ma Lizhe has never given these 

two things to Bian Wuji and the Ancient King. He originally wanted to borrow them to unify the peoples. 

He did not think of Lu Yang. Such strength not only defeated Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu, but also 

demolished his three strongholds. 

 

As a last resort, Ma Lizhe decided to use the two in advance. For convenience, he merged with the 

endless and ancient king’s guild. The contracts were signed, and he was in the game to complete the 

final merger. 

 

He knew that he could not easily merge. Lu Yang’s strength was the strongest. The lonely half-moon of 

Tiewang City was also cultivated by Lu Yang. Once he suddenly announced the merger of the three 

cities, it was tantamount to declaring war on Lu Yang. Lu Yang would not tolerate it. he. 

 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu will also temporarily cease war with Lu Yang, and may even relax relations with 

Lu Yang, unanimously destroy him before the civil war. 

 

Although he knows that his strength will not be inferior to that of Lu Yang and Wang Teng after the 

merger of the three cities, he still has a strong bully beside him. In order to destroy the bully at the most 

appropriate time, he first occupied half of the human race. He decided endure. 

 

Sure enough, he was right. Lu Yang and Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu’s war again gave him a chance. On the 

first day of the war, some people told him to send Shadow City and Green Jade City to attack the 

hegemon. He did not agree. 

 



Li Xiuyu was destroyed, and he did not agree. 

 

Qianshan Fortress has been playing for two days, he did not agree. 

 

Until today, when he saw the exhaustion of both Lu Yang and Wang Teng, he made a decision. 

 

Sure enough, the four fortresses of the city of Zìyóu were won in World War I. Now he has won the four 

fortresses of Nikko City, and the hegemon took 5 million people into the city. 

 

Today, he not only occupies the Red Moon City, but also owns five fortresses, including the Shadow City, 

the Green Jade City, the Nikko City, and the capital of Zìyóu. It’s all in his hands. 

 

“Gu Wang and Bian Wuji, two brothers, we now officially announce the merger of the guilds. You two 

have concentrated your troops here in Nikko City and completely destroyed the hegemony.” 

 

“Good.” 

 

[World Channel] Mai Lizhe: Starting today, the three guilds of Mai Lizhe, Bian Wuji and Gu Wang are 

officially merged. 

 

[World Channel] Boundless: … 

 

… 

 

Three consecutive guild announcements refreshed the World Channel, and players who were shouting 

for trade couldn’t help but stop their work at the same time. 

 

“Mercy, Old King, and Boundless merged with the guild?” 

 

“Crazy, the first guild of the national costume appeared.” 



 

“The boss of the five main cities.” 

 

“The rise of the new king.” 

 

… 

 

All players know that Terran is about to change. 

 

Lu Yang saw the joint announcement issued by the three people for the first time and said, “We all let 

Ma Lizhe lie.” 

 

In the previous life, Ma Lizhe did not get the ancient lamp and poisonous orb of the dead soul, and he 

did not merge with the Shadow City and the Green Jade City. 

 

Tu Feng said, “Iron King City and Benliu City are in danger. They are likely to attack these two main 

cities.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Not for the time being, the hegemon has not been defeated. We can quickly solve the 

problem of Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu while Ma Lizhe is besieging the hegemon. 

 

“That makes sense,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang looked into the city, and at this time, the players of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood were 

fighting near the city wall. Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu fought desperately and were beaten into the inner 

city many times. They still desperately brought Lu Yang’s troops back to the city wall. 

 

“Lu Yang, you can’t think of it, you have made Ma Lizhe cheap, he will soon attack the Iron King City and 

Benliu City, haha.” Wang Teng’s crazy voice came in the city. 

 

Lu Yang shouted with a loudspeaker: “Wang Teng, I have to look at it. What would Liu Jie do to you if I 

lost Beifeng City and Benliu City?” 



 

Wang Teng is crazy, Liu Jie told him that if the fortress is lost, let him get out of the company by himself, 

he can climb to this step. Part of his personal ability is more. Fortunate. 

 

If Liu Jie fired him, with his network and capital, it would never be possible to get a general manager 

position for another company, or even the position of general manager of a branch. General manager, 

this is something he absolutely cannot allow. 

 

“Lu Yang, if you can, you rush in and I will kill you with my own hands.” Wang Teng shouted frantically. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Do you think I dare not?” 

 

Tu Feng and others quickly dissuaded. 

 

“Boss, don’t miss his plan.” 

 

“Not worth the risk.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “I don’t need to take any risks. Everyone ’s skills of the forbidden troop have 

cooled down.” 

 

The old man and Mr. Yue Ban nodded. 

 

“Ready to use.” 

 

“Mine is fine.” 

 

“I’m OK.” 



 

… 

 

Lu Yang said: “Listen to me, the army retreated and temporarily withdrew from the fort.” 

 

“Exiting the fortress?” Xia Yuwei and others who were fighting in the city showed a surprised look. 

 

“Boss, give us another hour, I will be able to get in.” White Lion said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Withdraw, this is an order.” 

 

The White Lion and others had no choice but to temporarily withdraw from the battle. 

 

Lu Yang’s troops retreated, and Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu’s troops immediately pressed them up. Soon, 

the other party pressed onto the wall and cleared the Iron Brother Brothers players from the fortress. 

 

“Stop it, haha, we stop it.” 

 

“Win.” 

 

“We are going to win.” 

 

… 

 

Cheers rose from the city, and morale plummeted among the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood and the 

affiliates. 

 

Wang Teng, Li Xiuyu, Yan Siyu and Qu Han stared at Lu Yang on the low mountain with satisfaction. 

 



At this moment, all of a sudden, the dark clouds on the east wall gathered, and the thick clouds 

continued to drop, even down to two meters above the wall. 

 

“what’s the situation.” 

 

“what happened.” 

 

“It is a curse.” 

 

“No, it’s a curse.” 

 

“Oh my God, how many curses are this.” 

 

… 

 

Wang Teng was stunned. 

 

“Look at the city below,” swiftly pointed at a group of people in the distance. 

 

Wang Teng and others looked in the direction of the fingers of the silk language. Far from 200 yards, 

among a group of players, Lu Yang stood at the forefront of the team, followed by Hei Yan, Black Knight, 

Nanfeng Zhiyi, and Roth Rain and other forbidden mages, followed by 700 lesser forbidden mages, 

everyone was waving their staff to read the spell. 

 

“What are they doing.” 

 

“Run, the forbidden spell is coming.” 

 

… 

 



Wang Teng and Lu Siyu on the city’s head quickly turned and ran away, but they did not notice that Lu 

Yang was not hitting the fortress walls and the people inside the fortress. 

 

More than 10 forbidden spells, and more than 700 secondary forbidden spells all hit the east wall. 

 

It has been beaten for a week, and the city wall has already shown signs of damage. Now it is attacked 

by such intensive skills, and the city wall on the east side can no longer support it. 

 

“boom” 

 

Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu, who were on the run, suddenly felt the ground shake, and couldn’t help looking 

back, but they just saw this scene that they will never forget. 

 

The eastern part of the city wall collapsed suddenly, exposing a huge gap of 1,000 meters wide. 

 

“The city wall is broken Iron brothers alliance, kill ~!” The bitter love roared desperately for half a life, 

and rushed to the player. 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” The White Lion rushed up. 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” Zhou Tianming rushed up. 

 

… 

 

All the leaders of the 7 major legions fell into madness, and they did not lay the fortress for a week. They 

were already ashamed. Now the fortress wall is gone, and it has become a flat land. Millions of players 

flew into the gap. 

 

When Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu were struck by lightning, they panicked to the extreme. Looking at the 

charge of the White Lion and others, Wang Teng even fell to the ground. 

 



“It’s over, I’m over.” Wang Teng said dullly. 

 

Li Xiuyu was in a meltdown. His family gave him billions of cash for him to gain a foothold in the game, 

but he eventually lost all. It is conceivable that the inheritance of the family will be insulated from him in 

the future and he will also Abandoned by the family. 10 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 815 - Li Xiuyu is out 

  

“What should I do? What should I do?” Li Xiuyu muttered in horror. 

 

The silk language ran to Li Xiuyu, crying and crying, “Xiuyu, I really can’t help it, you say what should we 

do.” 

 

In the past few days of defense, she has exhausted her full strength. Unfortunately, the gap in strength 

has left her unable to stop Lu Yang’s attack. 

 

Li Xiuyu ignored the slang words. What he is thinking now is how to face the anger of his father and 

family. As for the woman in front of her, the game is over. 

 

“Li Xiuyu, let me show you one last trip.” Lu Yang didn’t know when he took the Holy Knight Knight and 

the Forbidden Spell Master to Li Xiuyu. 

 

“Lu Yang?” Li Xiuyu said blankly. 

 

“Stupid.” Hei Yan asked. 

 



Lu Yang said with a sneer: “Zhaodao Zhaozhao, reincarnation, Li Xiuyu, the debt you once owed, it’s time 

to repay it.” 

 

A reddish light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared in front of Li Xiuyu, with a red fist in his left hand. 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

In a punch, Lu Yang hit Li Xiuyu’s head. 

 

“30126” (Critical Strike) 

 

Li Xiuyu, die! 

 

At this point, the grudge between Lu Yang and Li Xiuyu has ended. In the previous life, he suffered Lan 

Yu’s enemies. Li Xiuyu will use the hard life of the latter half to pay back. 

 

Hundreds of billions of cash were thrown away from the family. The Li family will not spare him. No 

matter he is the current patriarch or his successor, he will be spurned, scorned and ridiculed by 

everyone in his life. 

 

“Boss, what about this?” Hei Yan asked, pointing at the silk. 

 

Hatsune’s eyes shot with hatred, gritted teeth and cursed: “Lu Yang, I won’t let you go.” 

 

Lu Yang waved his hand and led everyone towards the front. He didn’t even look at the silk language, 

and said lightly, “Kill such a person, dirty my hands.” 

 

Lu Si’s tone was crazy, and he was going to seek revenge from Lu Yang desperately. Eight assassins 

appeared around him, and 16 stabbed bǐshǒu into his body. 

 

Speak, die! 



 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s go to the inner city.” 

 

Just now Lu Yang saw that Qu Han and Wang Teng ran into the inner city and finally struggled. 

 

The east wall of the inner city. 

 

“Hold on, we still have a chance and we can beat them out.” Qu Han shouted desperately. 

 

A large number of high-level players followed Wang Teng and Qu Han to resist in the inner city. 

Unfortunately, the defense ability of the inner city is far worse than that of the outer city. The wall is 

only 30 meters high and there is no Tibetan barracks inside. 

 

Players of the Jagged Brothers League are besieging the walls of the inner city on all sides, and Qu Han is 

running around with a group of people to support him. 

 

A silver pop flew from a distance, hitting the cold forehead. 

 

“40128” (Critical Strike) 

 

The jingle cat launched the Luna **** special stunt meteor to break the moon, smashed Qu Han’s head 

with an arrow, and even killed more than 30 people around him. 

 

This arrow was shot by Lu Yang’s Dingdang cat. Even though Qu Han turned to Liu Jie for money, Lu Yang 

didn’t look down on him. He made money and died for food. With people, he didn’t want to humiliate 

Qu Han, even this time let him go. 

 

“Come on for support, I can’t stand it.” 

 

“I can’t do this anymore.” 

 



Without Qu Han’s support, a small number of defensive forces in the city could no longer resist, and a 

large number of players from the Jagged Brothers League landed in the city and broke into the inner 

city. 

 

“Where is Wang Teng?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Where is it.” Hei Yan pointed at Wang Teng, who was sitting by the pool in the distance. 

 

At this time, Wang Teng looked lonely. He did not have the general manager look like he used to be, and 

he didn’t have the bitter face of the powerful villain. Only loneliness and helplessness remained. 

 

Lu Yang came to Wang Teng and said with a sneer, “Wang Teng, do you think how Liu Jie explained?” 

 

“Interpretation?” Wang Teng looked up at Lu Yang in anger and gritted his teeth and said, “Jie Shao 

won’t let you go, he won’t let you go.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It is a coincidence that I am not prepared to let him go. Congratulations, you successfully 

beat Liu Jie’s billions of cash. I believe Liu Jie will treat you well.” 

 

Wang Teng shuddered all over his body. This was a manifestation of extreme fear in his heart. He looked 

at Lu Yang and said, “No, it won’t, it won’t.” 

 

“Goodbye.” Lu Yang’s staff pointed at Wang Teng. 

 

A meteorite fell into the sky, hitting Wang Teng’s head and killing Wang Teng, who was already bloody. 

 

“Won?” 

 

“Win!” 

 

“We won.” 



 

… 

 

The cheers spread from the inner city to the outer city. All the players involved in this war were all 

insane. This war has been fought for too long. In a week, now it has finally been won. Everyone has 

released his inner excitement. Feelings. 

 

“Boss, we won.” Bitter love said excitedly for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang nodded. He didn’t have much excitement. The whole thing was not over yet. He didn’t believe 

that Wang Teng would admit defeat so easily. As in the previous life, Wang Teng would come to him, 

and now what he had to do was to seduce Wang Teng came out to kill him, and found a suitable way to 

kill him instead. 

 

This matter depends on the old man and the Ling Zhitian, only the two of them have the ability to get it 

done in the magic. 

 

Lu Yang said to the presidents of the affiliated guilds who were celebrating around him, “This thing is not 

over, and you have to ask for your help. Everyone keeps the players in Beifeng City, and the slang will 

not be so easy to admit defeat. He has May come back with the rest. “ 

 

Mr. Yueban and others nodded and said, “Boss Luyang rest assured that we will do our best.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and looked at the seven vice-chairmen and said, “The players are all mobilized to Run 

Liu City. I want to see what Mai Lizhe wants to do.” 

 

“Yes,” Xia Yuwei and others said with a cold expression. 

 

The light of teleportation lit up, and a large number of players flew to the Jade Dragon Fortress in 

Running City. Li Xiuyu, who was chasing and killing the overlord in Nikko City, got the news instantly. 

 

“Lu Yang dared to come to my trouble.” Mai Lizhe’s face showed an angry expression. 



 

Bian Wuxi said sarcastically: “He thought you were the kid who could be stunned by him, let’s teach him 

a lesson, how about it?” 

 

“What are you going to do?” Ma Lizhe asked uneasily. 

 

Bian Wuji said, “Isn’t he from the Canglang fortress? Let’s go to him, fight him in the wild, and destroy 

him with my skeleton army.” 

 

Ma Lizhe asked: “Can you fight it? How many golden bones do you have?” 

 

He stretched out three fingers and said, “Thirty thousand gold, one million silver, let alone hit the 

fortress, I have no problem hitting a main city.” 

 

Merritt said in surprise: “Why so many?” 

 

Bian Wuji said: “The ancient soul of the dead soul has hidden skills, which has increased my level of 

summoning skeleton skills. All the original silver skeletons I summoned have become gold skulls, and the 

gold skulls have become platinum skulls.” 

 

Ma Lizhe showed an ecstatic expression, saying: “Great, the bones and skeletons are dispelled without 

fear, and they have more than 8,000 defenses. Brother, you gave me a surprise.” 

 

Bian Wu said proudly: “I was going to give you two surprises on the battlefield. I didn’t expect that the 

tyrant could not help but fight, and the ancient king was sprayed back into the city with a poison. I 

thought I had no chance to use my skeleton army. Right now. “ 

 

The ancient king laughed and said, “I will accompany you. If they dare to return to the city defense, I will 

kill them with a poisonous mist.” 

 

Mai Lizhe thought for a while and said, “For the time being, the bully withdrew from the fortress in time, 

allowing him to retain all his strength. Whoever left, we could not stop the bully’s full counterattack. If 

Lu Yang surrounds again, we will Unlucky. “ 



 

The ancient king can spray a total of three poisonous mists. He cannot use them in field wars, and can 

only let players fight against players. 

 

“What to do?” Asked the ancient king. 

 

Ma Lizhe looked at the boundless, and said, “Brother, you can only let your skeleton army set off first, 

defend under the city, with the support of the fortress cannon and the mage, you should be able to hold 

the Red Moon City.” 

 

Bian Wuji said, “I see. Look at me.” 

 

The light flickered and flew to the Moon Shadow Fortress of Red Moon City, and one million players 

belonging to him also flew to the Moon Shadow Fortress. 

 

“You go to the left outside the city to meet, and I go to the right to summon the skeletons,” said Bian 

Wuji, a few legionnaires. 

 

“Okay.” More than 30 legionnaires ran to the left of the fortress to organize players, and they were 

already accustomed to this approach. 

 

Boundlessly, a man came to the right of the gate of the fortress, chanted a spell in his mouth, and chose 

to summon. In his special space, there was a huge military camp that contained 1.5 million skulls. 

 

In the absence of the ancient lamp of the dead soul, these skeletons cannot get out of the shadow of 

Shadow City. Now with the ancient lamp of the dead soul, these skeletons can be summoned at any 

place. 

 

“My skeleton army, come out.” Bian Wu roared loudly, and there were countless silver lights around 

him, and a large number of skeletons appeared in a neat formation on the ground. 

 



In less than 20 minutes, the endless 1 million silver skulls, 30,000 gold skulls, 100 platinum skulls, and 3 5 

meter-high bronze skeleton kings all appeared on the groundJumped to the head of a skeleton skull 

king, and commanded these legion legions as easily as playing a stand-alone game. 

 

The entire division of the Skeleton Corps has a clear division of labor, including melee, ranged, and 

mage. 

 

“Boss, we have completed the whole team,” said the head of the regiment to Boundless. 

 

Sitting on top of the skeleton, he said, “I see.” 

 

He took out the phone and called the spy hidden in the Luyang Guild, and asked, “Where have you 

been?” 

 

The agent said, “Uh, it’s still outside the Jade Dragon Fortress, and it is estimated that the entire team 

will take an hour to complete.” 

 

“What? An hour?” Bian He asked angrily: “I haven’t dispersed my staff yet.” 

 

How can players stand there and wait for an hour? Except for players who often fight, such as Jagged 

Brothers, who can tolerate this kind of torture, few players in the remaining guilds are willing to stand 

still for an hour. 

 

Chapter 816 - Push back 

  

Bian Wuji felt something wrong. He called Mai Lizhe and Gu Wang and said, “Lu Yang may be 

deliberately delaying our offensive time. I ’m early to complete the team, and the team may not be able 

to support it.” 

 

Mai Lizhe frowned, and said, “Lu Yang is too cunning. Seeing that your team has not experienced a war, 

the players are uneasy. If this is not the case, they must find a way.” 

 



The ancient king frowned and said, “This is a big deal. If Lu Yang doesn’t come for 2 hours or even 4 

hours, our team will definitely fall apart.” 

 

Canglang fortress city head. 

 

Lu Yang sat sneer in a chair, and through the perspective of Han Fei, he clearly saw the endless outside 

of the Moon Shadow Fortress and the player troops under him. 

 

“Boss, why don’t we assemble the team?” Asked bitter love for a long time. 

 

“Yes, Ma Lizhe and the three of them have a partnership of more than 5 million, which is about the 

same as ours. Let’s compete with him.” Bai Lang said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Don’t be reckless. Before you fight, you need to know yourself and others. According to 

the information I have, there is a 1.5 million skeleton army under me.” 

 

“How much?” Bitter Ai asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “1.5 million, of which 1 million are silver skeletons with 4,000 defense and magic 

resistance, 30,000 gold skulls with 8,000 defense and magic resistance, and 100 platinum with more 

than 10,000 defense and magic resistance. Skeletons, and Skeleton Kings who defended nearly 20,000 

and attacked more than 20,000. “ 

 

“So many skeletons, so high defense?” Lan Yu said in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The golden skeletons are okay to say that the 100 platinum skeletons can only be moved 

by the throwing of divine warriors and the disciplinary angels who discipline the knights, and the rest of 

them do not lose their blood.” 

 

“Boss, this is too buggy, why is there such a summoner?” Zhou Tianyan asked. 

 



Lu Yang said, “Boundless is not an ordinary summoner. After he was defeated from the holy city by us, 

he ran to the Shadow City and fortunately got the heart of death. Now his heart of death is at least 4 

levels. This was originally his The limit, there can only be a pair of silver skulls and black iron skeletons, 

but Ma Lizhe gave him an ancient lamp of the dead soul. This ancient lamp alone improved the ability of 

the 1st level skull, so there are so many gold skulls and platinum. Skeleton. “ 

 

“I thought it would be easy to calm down the entire human race. I didn’t expect the boss of this shadow 

city to be so difficult to deal with.” Sun Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “How can there be a person who can occupy a main city, there are few people in Shadow 

City, because most players don’t like the dark atmosphere, so outsiders don’t know the situation there, I 

send people Inquired, there are many high-level undead mages there. They can summon 6 skeletons by 

themselves. The best level can be raised to silver. This summoning is infinite. As long as there is a 

corpse, they can fight with you. , Very powerful. “ 

 

This is what Lu Yang saw in the Raiders and videos of the last generation. The shadow mage of the ghost 

city is a bug. When the level 100 is opened, they can walk out of the ghost city without the ancient lights 

of the soul on the map of the new land. Relying on the skeletons to kill the Quartet, often a skeleton 

mage can fight with 3 players at the same time, and can win them. 

 

“Brother, is there any way?” Lan Yu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It ’s okay for anyone to take them at level 60. However, Bian Wuji and the ancient king 

are two rookies, and the players under him are also a group of ordinary players who have not 

experienced our kind of war. I fight with them, just two or three Small means can make them very 

uncomfortable. For example, now that I do n’t gather troops to hit him, what can he do? Does he dare 

to consume with me? ” 

 

People like Xia Yuwei and White Lion are happy, don’t recognize them, they are very clear how difficult it 

is to gather 1 million people, they are all from this stage. 

 

What’s more difficult is to let the one million people stand still, let alone an hour, and the densely 

populated one million people can stand in the place for half an hour and players can’t stand this kind of 

restraint. There is a laziness, if not With effective management, these 1 million people have collapsed. 

 



If Lu Yang didn’t go for 2 hours and didn’t use Lu Yang to hit them, he could not control his players, and 

one million people would dissolve. 

 

Moon Shadow Fortress. 

 

Bian Wuji, Gu Wang and Ma Lizhe all scratched their heads when they stood on the city, especially Bian 

Wuji and Gu Wang. They were both facing this kind of situation for the first time. Unlike the offense, 

everyone had the same goal, even Some people don’t want to fight anymore, and many more want to 

fight. 

 

Different from defensive battles, in order to protect their fortresses, everyone is united. Now no one 

knows what Lu Yang is going to do, and he ca n’t dare to attack when he is boundless. Groups of people 

go offline and fight again. Lu Yang can make at least 1 million people go online and offline at any time. 

Bian Wuji, Mai Lizhe and Gu Wang cannot do it. 

 

“It’s a real whim,” Bian Wuxi angrily kicked against the wall, scolding. 

 

The ancient king said, “Well, let’s just attack the Canglang Fortress and Yulong Fortress of Lu Yang 

directly, let me kill them with a single breath.” 

 

“Yes, I can’t bear to beat him.” Bian Wuxi cursed. 

 

Ma Lizhe was a little tempted and was about to speak. Lin Kai next to them stopped and said, “Don’t 

fight.” 

 

“Why?” Boundless frowned. 

 

Lin Kai said: “How did Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu fail in the Canglang Fortress and Yulong Fortress, did you 

forget? How did you attack when the giant tsunami created by 500 Julang Mage and 500 Druids, even if 

the Jade Dragon Fortress was laid, but The main defense of the Jade Dragon Fortress is not in the city, 

and there are no more than 20 mountains to play. “ 

 



Bian Wuji and the ancient king were dumb. Only three of the ancient king’s poison were left. The ancient 

king’s dead soul and ancient lamp could only cover the terrain within 10 kilometers around the 

surrounding. The neighbors are all over 10 kilometers. The edge can only hold one mountain stream. 

The rest Lu Yang sends people to attack. They are afraid to fight against Lu Yang on the strength of the 

player. 

 

“Then don’t we never have a chance to win Lu Yang?” Bian Wuji said. 

 

Lin Kai thought for a while and said, “I suggest you make peace with Lu Yang for the time being. More 

than 1 million people and the skeleton army will go to attack the Iron King City and destroy the 

capricious villain, Sword and God. Lu Yang will not have Opinion. “ 

 

“That makes sense.” Mai Lizhe said, he particularly hated the sword to kill God. If it wasn’t for the fool’s 

several stupid acts, he would not have conflicted with Lu Yang so early, and he would not have been sold 

by Lu Yang. Three strongholds. 

 

Bian Wuji and Gu Wang nodded together. 

 

“I’ve seen swords killing God for a long time, it’s not pleasing to the eye. This kid is a villain. I’ll clean up 

him,” Bian Wuji said. 

 

Ma Lizhe said, “I’ll talk to Lu Yang.” 

 

Canglang Fortress. 

 

Lu Yangzheng played with the white lion and muddy wine to fight the landlord, and the others watched 

the lively bet to buy who could win. 

 

“Two two, I won.” The White Lion was so excited that there was only one card left in his hand. 

 

Zhuoshu said, “Four three, hehe.” 

 



White Lion: “…” 

 

“No,” said the White Lion. 

 

“Don’t,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Zhuoju throws out a big dragon, and successfully puts out the cards, winning! 

 

The white lion looked at the muddy wine in dismay, and said, “You can’t stand this good. You can win 

such a good card early.” 

 

Zhuo Jiu said: “The boss taught us to be cautious and very cautious in doing things. Before the last 

moment, how can I conclude that you have not fried it? I have only four or three.” 

 

The white lion was speechless. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. 

 

“Drip, drip, drip” 

 

Tu Feng’s phone rang, he glanced at him and said to Lu Yang, “It’s Mai Lizhe.” 

 

Lu Yang put down his card and said, “You ask him what he wants to do.” 

 

Tu Feng answered the phone and said after asking: “Ma Lizhe said that he wanted to make peace with 

us. The two sides will never fight. Let us attack Liu Jie casually. He never comes to hit us.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Who should be a three-year-old child? OK, tell him, I accept his kindness, I have no hatred 

with him, and the two will live in peace in the future.” 

 



Tu Feng talked with Ma Lizhe and told Lu Yang: “Mercij agreed, and his troops went to attack the Iron 

King City.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “The sword killing God just grabbed the Iron King City, and it looks like it will 

be lost again.” 

 

The sword killer tried his best to defeat the lonely half-month. Both the player and himself were 

extremely tired. Now he killed Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu on his own. The sword killer knew that he was 

the next one to be killed. So, the sword The **** of killing must be doing the final dying struggle, 

encouraging players. 

 

Tu Feng closed the interphone and asked, “Would we like to call Iron King City too?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Forget it, let me Li Zhe and they fight. Originally, what I thought was to ambush an infinite 

skeleton army today. I was ready for the flood of the Jade Dragon Fortress. Unfortunately, Me Li Zhe and 

Bian Wuyi are Not hooked. In this case, we will start upgrading tomorrow. We have already delayed the 

upgrade for two weeks, which is far worse than that of foreign countries. “ 

 

“Yes everyone said together. 

 

Tu Feng, White Lion, and others took their players to Beifeng City to continue their pursuit of killing the 

silk language. 

 

Lu Yang took Han Ying, Han Yu, and Han Sha to the Iron King City to watch the final curtain show of the 

sword killing god. 

 

“It’s messy in the city, there are fights everywhere.” Han Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the killing sword and the lonely half-moon’s men outside the safe zone, and said, “The 

lonely half-moon is also the official calculation, and in the end, it failed to keep the fortress.” 

 

Han Yu pursed his lips and said, “He thought he could grow and grow by taking advantage of the 

opportunity to remain neutral, and who would give him that opportunity.” 



 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Let’s go outside the city and meet with Han Fei. The boundless skeleton army 

should be here.” 

 

Han Ying and others nodded. As Lu Yang left Tiewang City and merged with Han Fei in the dark red plain, 

not far from the plain, the endless 1.5 million skeleton army and 1 million players were surrounding the 

fortress. 10 

 

Chapter 817 - Skull Army Siege 

  

The violent fire law of rebirth text Chapter 717 The Sword Slayer on the head of the siege army and his 

more than 2 million players have been dumbfounded, even in the monster area, they are the first to see 

So many skulls. 

 

“Evil gate, how can anyone summon so many skeletons?” 

 

“I don’t know, this is the effect of the heart of death.” 

 

“Heart of death? No wonder he can summon so many skeletons, it’s terrible.” 

 

“Just don’t know how strong this skeleton is.” 

 

“So many skeletons should not hesitate. If they are particularly strong, how can others play?” 

 

… 

 

Numerous players gathered around the fortress to watch the show, and many of them participated in 

the live broadcast, and Lu Yang was among these people. 

 

In the distance, the players who watched the show were not driven away. On the contrary, he was also 

interested in performing in front of everyone. 



 

“Brother, how do skeletons attack the city?” Han Fei asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is not an ordinary online game in the past. Each NPC in” Second World “has a very 

high command. They know how to climb the wall and the fortress can’t stop the skeleton. We go to the 

East City Wall. It is estimated that the main siege battle is Do it over there. “ 

 

He just saw that all the golden skulls, platinum skulls, and skeleton skull kings had been mobilized to the 

east gate. 

 

Han Ying and others nodded and walked to the east with Landing Yang. 

 

On the head of the east wall, the sword killing **** and several vice presidents looked at the countless 

skulls and gods. 

 

“The evil gate, Lao Tzu gave the siege to the siege for the first time.” The sword killed God and cursed. 

 

“Is this thing combative? The priest’s dispersal is very destructive to the skeleton. Can it be resolved 

without a single dispel?” Said the head of the army, Shura. 

 

The sword killer asked: “How many priests do we have?” 

 

Shura said in the world: “Just after counting, more than 200,000 priests will disperse. I feel that these 

skeletons were dispelled before they waited for the wall.” 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

The sword killer stared at the distant pride and said, “I will teach him today. What a daring thing is to 

dare to learn from others to fight siege. 

 

The sword killer shouted to Bian Wuji using a big horn: “Bian Wuji, I have no injustice with you, why did 

you hit me?” 



 

Boundlessly proudly said: “Everyone in the game is qualified to snatch, why can’t I come to hit you?” 

 

The sword was so angry that he pointed at the edge and scolded: “You have the courage to come and 

attack the city. I want to see what strength you have?” 

 

With a sneer, he said, “Siege the city as you wish.” 

 

“Kakaka …” 

 

The 1.5 million skeleton army surrounded by the city began to move toward the fortress, and the huge 

group of skeletons moved the momentum as a whole, making the sword on the head of the city numb 

to the scalp. 

 

“Pastor, be ready to disperse.” 

 

“Ready to disperse.” 

 

… 

 

There are shouting voices of players killing the sword everywhere on the city head. More than 200,000 

was originally just a priest who added blood to the battlefield to instantly change roles to become the 

main attacker. They gathered on the front line of the city head and waited for the opponent to enter 30. 

The attack range of the code is immediately dispelled. 

 

100 yards 

 

80 yards 

 

… 

 



20 yards 

 

“Dispel!” Shouted the sword killer. 

 

The 50,000 priests in the east city also use the dispel skill at the same time, and countless silver lights 

are shining under the city, which is in the middle of the skeleton army. 

 

“2000” 

 

“2000” 

 

… 

 

The Silver Skull suffered a lot of damage, and all died in the scattered light before it approached the 

wall. 

 

“Haha, come to attack the city with this strength.” The sword killer laughed on the wall. 

 

Players watching from a distance are a little embarrassed. 

 

“No, this skeleton army is so crap.” 

 

“10 priests can kill all the skeletons within 10 yards, which is too simple.” 

 

“Does the boundless head crowd the door? This strength also dares to attack the city.” 

 

… 

 

Originally everyone thought how powerful the endless skeleton army was, and now seeing a large area 

without even touching the city walls, the players watching the game are a little interested. 



 

Bian Wuji didn’t care about the ridicule of the players on the World Channel, nor did he care about the 

laughter of the sword and **** on the city. 

 

He saw a third of the 300,000 silver skeletons around him dead and said, “The whole army is preparing 

to siege with the golden skeletons.” 

 

Several chiefs nodded together. 

 

“Boundless, you dare to attack the city even with this strength. You remember, Lao Tzu has given you no 

return today. You must be able to return to the Shadow City with your army safely, and my name is 

yours.” Said with a laugh on the wall. 

 

Looking at the sword to kill God, he said, “Then you are lucky, although you have lost the fortress, you 

have not lost your name.” 

 

The sword killed God for a moment, reacted, and scolded at the edge. 

 

Bian Wu Lai was too lazy to fight with the sword killer, waved his hand, and said, “The golden skeleton is 

ahead, the platinum skeleton is centered, the skeleton king is at the end, and the whole is attacking.” 

 

The last 100,000 silver skulls in the front were separated from the middle, and 30,000 gold skulls 

showed their figures. The 10 skeleton kings who had been sitting on the ground also stood up and 

walked towards the city wall together. 

 

Hundreds of thousands of players standing behind the Skeleton King followed closely behind them. 

Among these people, there were many Necromancers holding bone sticks. 

 

“The enemy is about to launch a general attack? Why is the skeleton golden this time?” The sword-

slayer God frowned. 

 

“Regardless of them, what color is not afraid of the sacred magic, the priest group is ready to disperse.” 

The vice president shouted. 



 

“Ready to disperse.” 

 

… 

 

The shouts of the heads of various major regiments and regiments rang from the city’s heads. The 

50,000 priests on the east wall all showed their proud expressions, and they fought especially well in 

that battle. 

 

“Look at us.” 

 

“It’s too easy to disperse them.” 

 

… 

 

While talking, the first row of golden skulls ran into the 30-yard area. In the next second, three 

consecutive rows of gold skulls ran into the range at the same time. 

 

“Dispel,” shouted Sword Killer. 

 

The fifty thousand silver rays illuminate under the fortress, just as the sword killing gods and others 

looked down at the city, looking forward to seeing the golden skull become a bone scum, the light 

disappeared, and 30,000 golden skeletons were not dead. Has rushed under the city walls. 

 

The golden skulls climbed the city wall with their bare hands, just as fast as the sword killing the gods, 

the fastest 100 platinum skulls had reached half the height, and the largest 10 skull kings were 

hammering the city gates. 

 

“Dispelling has no effect?” The sword killer looked in horror at the vice president around. 

 

Several vice presidents were also stunned. 



 

“Quickly disperse, continue to disperse, it must be that the blood did not kill them.” 

 

“Forbid the mage, destroy these skeletons.” 

 

“Don’t let them ascend the wall, block it.” 

 

… 

 

The heads of regiments and regiments at the forefront reacted and immediately ordered their players to 

fight back quickly. 

 

Tens of thousands of silver rays illuminate below the city wall, and the priest group used the dispel skill 

again, but before the light disappeared, a skeleton of platinum color and cold light jumped onto the city 

wall, and the platinum long sword swept across the hand . 

 

“10000” 

 

“20000” 

 

“10000” 

 

… 

 

The 8 priests around were either dead or disabled. 

 

“Not good. A skeleton came up. The priest retreated. The soldiers came forward to resist.” 

 

… 

 



The city was chaotic. All 100 platinum skulls jumped up the city walls and killed the priests everywhere. 

These self-conscious skeletons knew that the priests were easy to kill, and they looked for priests and 

mages. 

 

Whether it is a mage, warrior, or other profession, the sword killer will not lose any blood on the 

platinum skull. 

 

“How can I fight this and not lose blood?” 

 

“Gold skull comes up.” 

 

… 

 

When the sword-killer **** did not know what to do, 30,000 gold skulls climbed up the city wall one 

after another, and launched an unsuspecting massacre. 

 

Standing endlessly watching the city, with a proud smile, he waved his hand and took 50 special 

catapults behind him to a position 100 yards away from the fortress and said, “Throw me.” 

 

The catapult should be called a corpse cart, because the car is full of dead monsters. Each corpse cart 

can throw 10 corpses at a time, and 50 corpses are 500 corpses. 

 

“Ready, let go.” 

 

Fifty stone throwers were pressed by the player at the same time, and 500 corpses crossed a parabola in 

the air and landed in the city. 

 

“What is this.” 

 

“Cao, where’s the monster body?” 

 



“It’s disgusting.” 

 

… 

 

Under the inner city wall, many players who were ready to board the city wall to participate in the battle 

were smashed by the corpses, showing unhappy expressions. 

 

At this time, the whole body outside the city exudes black light. He pointed his finger inside the city All 

the corpses inside the city wall emitted black light. When the black light passed, every body was covered 

with black light. A silver skull stood up. 

 

“call” 

 

The second batch of corpses appeared, and another 500 corpses appeared. 

 

… 

 

“No, there are a lot of silver skulls in the city.” A captain ran to the wall and said to the sword killer. 

 

The sword killer looked back, and just happened to throw the corpse into the fourth batch of corpses. As 

soon as it landed, the silver skeletons stood up and slaughtered around the city with the 1,500 skeletons 

that had come in before. 

 

“The priest is all on the wall. These skeletons cannot be dispelled. We attacked with physics and spells. 

We tested that the silver skeleton had a defense force of at least 4,000 points, a magic resistance of 

4,000 points, and more than 20,000 health. It was normal for us alone. It was too difficult for them to be 

killed professionally, “said the commander. 

 

The blood monster shrine suit player’s attack power is only more than 7,000, not to mention in this 

fierce siege battle, non-family players, no one with the best equipment to participate in the attack, the 

city players’ attack on the silver skull is very limited. 

 



“call” 

 

The wind resurrected overhead, and a fifth batch of corpses was thrown into the city. 

 

“Damn, where did he get so many corpses?” The sword killed God and cursed, “I now want the priest to 

withdraw and I can’t withdraw. The city is full of people, not enemies or their own, even There is no 

place to move, how to withdraw, you think of it yourself. “ 

 

The sword killing **** now understands a bit, he may have been boundless, knowing that the silver 

skeletons siege is useless, and the first batch of silver skeletons were deliberately sent to death, so that 

his priest team would attack in front When the priest has arrived, he throws a silver skull into the city, so 

that the skeleton can easily enter the city to destroy enemy players. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 818 - Red sand altar 

  

 

A loud noise came, and the sword killed God looking down at the city. He was horrified to see that the 

fortress door had been broken, and 10 skeleton kings were dwarfing into the fortress. 

 

A stern look appeared on the boundless face. The strongest part of the Skeleton King was siege. Their 

passive skills had a 200% bonus damage effect on the gate. 

 

The skeleton’s attack power itself has more than 20,000 points, and an additional 2 times the attack is 

equivalent to more than 60,000 damage. 10 siege cities together, it is easy to take this city that has been 

through many wars and has less than half the blood. The door was broken. 

 

“Is the city gate so brittle?” Han Ying asked curiously. 

 



Lu Yang said: “The sword is bad enough to kill the sword. As soon as the fort is laid, it will be surrounded 

without bounds. The blood at this gate must not be full.” 

 

“It’s finished, the city gates are broken, and the city walls have been captured. There is nothing to 

defend.” Han Fei said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Look at it, the boundless strength is more than that, and the Necromancer has more than 

just these skills.” 

 

“Corpse explosion” 

 

The necromancer group that had just ascended the city wall shouted his skills. The player who had just 

died on the ground with the sword killing the gods did not wait for the priest to be resurrected, and his 

body burst instantly. 

 

“11268” 

 

“22868” 

 

… 

 

Thousands of corpses exploded on the city’s head, almost emptying the players on the city wall with the 

sword killer. 

 

The sword killer stood in the tower and saw that the scene was dull, and said, “How is this possible, 

what skill is this.” 

 

“This is Corpse Explosion, the ultimate skill of the Necromancy. As long as there is a corpse, it can be 

used unlimitedly. The cooling time is only 5 seconds. The Corpse Explosion damage ignores magic, which 

is one of the strongest attack skills in this game. Lu Yang stood in the crowd and said to Han Ying and 

others. 

 



“Fight with the necromancer to avoid them, or go into the corpse area and let him explode, and the 

critical strike will hang.” Han Fei said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “That’s right.” 

 

“Brother, look at the city head. It seems that the sword can’t stand it.” Han Yu said. 

 

There are no players on the city head with the sword killing the gods, and the entire East City Wall is full 

of players. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The war is over, the sword killing God failed again this time, he has no financial resources 

and no confidence to organize the player to fight back.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

In the city, the sword killing **** has gone crazy. These golden skulls, platinum skulls and even skeleton 

skull kings are a kind of crushing way forward. 

 

The Sword Slayer couldn’t think of any way to kill these skeletons. Seeing that the walls were falling, the 

outer city was falling, the transmission point was falling, he had been forced to retreat to the inner city. 

 

“Boss, what do you do?” 

 

“Can’t hold it.” 

 

“Boss, think of a way.” 

 

… 

 

Dozens of legionnaires and several vice-chairmen surround the sword to kill God, and they are all hoping 

that the sword can kill God to come up with a solution. 



 

The sword killer stared at the players around him, as if he had returned to the moment when Lu Yang 

was kicked out of the black iron fortress. 

 

A violent sense of dizziness came, and the sword killer quit the game. 

 

“boom” 

 

The gate of the inner city of the fort was broken by the Skeleton King, and the gold and platinum skulls 

rushed to the top of the city. Finally, hundreds of thousands of players in the inner city fled. 

 

The system prompts: The player successfully seizes the cold water fortress. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The war is over and the sword is over.” 

 

Han Ying, Han Fei, and others all have some emotions. Recalling that at the beginning, the sword killing 

God several times attacked Lu Yang. It was a confidant of the Iron Brotherhood. It was unexpected that 

the game was finally kicked out. 

 

“Let’s go, it’s going to be a while before Wonderland wants to win Tiewang City completely, we should 

upgrade.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The crowd nodded and left with Yangyang. 

 

Back in Hannibal City, Lu Yang asked Han Ying to take 150 Holy Knights to the Holy Sword. At this level, 

having such equipment to fight monsters is not difficult, and Lu Yang does not need to worry. 

 

Lu Yang first came to Jinbuhuan and took 90 sets of Skywrath Elixir. Then he rode the Red Flame Lion 

King to Hongsha Town and found the prophet, saying, “I completed the task you gave me and killed 

General Snake Devil. “ 

 



The prophet looked at Lu Yang with a smile and said, “The snake devil outside the village has retreated. I 

have been convinced that you have completed this mission. The people in the village are preaching your 

credit. You are a hero.” 

 

System prompt: You have gained 5000 reputation 

 

Respect your advance reputation 

 

“Thank you for your trust, I don’t know what else I can do for the advance forces,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The old face of the prophet looked at the desert in the distance. Under the dusk, the red sun reflected 

the desert more blood. 

 

He said, “Children, in the center of this desert, there are some more powerful demon gods. If you are 

interested, you can try it, but don’t be reckless, your strength is still insufficient for them.” 

 

Quest Tip: The Prophet hopes that you will be able to go deep into the desert to kill the remaining 

demon gods of the **** army. If you succeed, you will get rich reports, but the devil is not so simple, 

maybe you will face death! Do you accept this task? 

 

Lu Yang chose to say, “I will try to kill these demon kings in the desert, please rest assured.” 

 

The prophet nodded and stopped speaking. 

 

Lu Yang replaced the Red Flame Lion King and ran towards the depths of the desert. 

 

Different from the maps I have seen before, from here on, the maps become very sinister and real, such 

as the bodies of advance soldiers who were crucified on pillars everywhere in the desert. 

 

Countless vultures appeared in the desert at dusk, and they flew over Lu Yang’s head, as if Lu Yang died, 

they would come down and divide Lu Yang’s body. 

 



The sun disappeared from the horizon, and the moon appeared at the far end. Under a pale moonlight, 

countless demons emerged from the desert. 

 

These demons are very ugly, with green eyes, gray-black skin, fangs exposed in their mouths, and short 

black wings behind them. Like bats, their muscles are covered with scale armor. They are about 2 meters 

tall and hold a hand Axe. 

 

Hell warrior 

 

Level: 75 

 

Qi and blood: 150000000/150000000 

 

Lu Yang has read the official history, these **** demon soldiers are fighting creatures created by the 

**** of hell, powerful. 

 

“Woohoo ~” 

 

A **** demon soldier was 50 meters away from Lu Yang, and looked at Lu Yang’s location. 

 

“flicker” 

 

A white light flashed, and Lu Yang retreated 30 meters back. 

 

The **** warrior showed a confused look, and continued to look around unconsciously. 

 

Lu Yang secretly said a good danger. If **** magic soldiers were to find him, two or three axe would be 

chopped to death. 

 

“Phoenix” 



 

He made a right-handed move, and a 14th-level phoenix appeared on top of his head and flew forward. 

 

Similarly, **** magic soldiers do not have long-range attack capabilities. Lu Yang need not worry about 

the danger of Phoenix. 

 

“Woohoo ~” 

 

Some **** monsters found the phoenix, shouted, and greeted the **** monsters around him to hunt 

down the Phoenix together. 

 

Lu Yang controlled the Phoenix to gather about 100 **** demons and ordered the Phoenix to use 

special skills Phoenix Impact. 

 

The crimson light flashed, and after 10 seconds, the **** devil had a little more than half of his health. 

 

… 

 

Two minutes later, all the soldiers died, and three runes dropped from the ground. He picked them up 

and put them in his backpack. 

 

Walking along this road, Lu Yang killed dozens of waves of **** demon soldiers in a row and then came 

near a large stone. 

 

These large stones are special, each of them seems to have been artificially carved, and its shape is like 

water drops. 

 

There are 8 stones in total, each one has a reddish bead, and a demon stone sculpture stands on the top 

of the stone. 

 



These demonic stone carvings have only one eye, a bald head, slender arms, and very sharp fingers, like 

sharp steel forks. They have a wing behind them, some on the left and some on the right. They look very 

weird. 

 

Lu Yang slowly walked towards the middle of the eight stones. There was an altar there. As soon as he 

reached that position, the eight demon stone carvings on the surrounding stones would be resurrected. 

 

The stone sculpture has an attack power of 100,000, unlimited blood volume, extremely fast attack 

speed, magic immunity and all control skill immunity. As long as anyone messes with these guys,it will 

be unlucky. 

 

The only disadvantage of the stone carving demon is the slow movement speed. If the player 

accidentally triggers them, they can survive if they know to run away immediately. If they want to do 

two moves with them, they will definitely die. 

 

The stone sculpture of the last generation did not know how many elite players had been killed. When 

this place was revealed, it was a top studio. 

 

They crossed the challenge to find this place, and inadvertently hid in the stone forest while avoiding the 

sandstorm. One of the players accidentally walked to the middle altar. In the sky of yellow sand, 8 stone 

demons were resurrected, and they could not even escape. All died. 

 

The players in this studio felt that there was a problem in this place. After death they took the player 

back to this place. At this time, the stone carving demon had returned to the stone pillar, but the players 

still recognized the demon and found a way to trigger the demon— — Walk to the middle of the altar. 

 

For the next few days, the studio was studying **** the eight stone demons. Unfortunately, they did not 

know how many times they died and they failed. 

 

The boss of the studio decided to give up. I felt that these stone carvings were not a strange thing to 

play at this level, so the place was announced to attract players’ attention to their guild. 

 

At that time, the news caused a great sensation. Many large studios and super guilds came here to find a 

way to crack it, but they couldn’t figure out any more, but they were killed by stone demons. 



 

In the end, everyone gave up here, and even though they knew there must be something wrong with 

this altar, they couldn’t beat these demons. 

 

Until the player reached level 80, no one cracked the altar. When it reached level 100, it was cracked by 

a studio. It turned out that the altar was a teleportation array. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 819 - Hall of All Souls 

  

When Lu Yang was a rookie, he liked watching the videos and guides released by the great **** players, 

and has a deep memory of this place. 

 

The way to get in is very simple, just open it in order, Lu Yang walked to the altar. 

 

The eight stone demon standing on the stone opened their eyes at the same time, staring at Lu Yang and 

jumping off the stone. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t look at the demons, but his magic glowed, and he used the Pyroblast technique to hit the 

red beads on the rocks one by one in the manner of the eight star array. 

 

“Goo ~~” 

 

Eight stone demons stopped at the same time at this time. At this time, there was still 2 meters away 

from the closest demon in Lu Yang. 

 

The stone demon turned into quicksand and returned to the stone. The red beads on the megalith emit 

red lightning and hit the edge of the altar. 



 

Lightning did not flash, but it was continuously released. Eight red-red lightning bolts came together to 

form a lightning circle, which continued to rise upwards. At the same time, a cylindrical space barrier 

isolated Lu Yang from the outside world. 

 

A few seconds later, the lightning aperture moved to the top of Lu Yang’s head, and suddenly the 

aperture emitted a violent light. When the light disappeared, Lu Yang also disappeared in place. 

 

The system prompts: You found the Temple of All Souls 

 

Under the intense light, Lu Yang could not help covering his eyes with his arms. When the light 

disappeared, he looked around. 

 

This is a spooky palace that looks like a ghost. The palace is so large that you can’t see the end. Inside 

the palace is full of black translucent ghosts. 

 

Ancient Wraith (elite) 

 

Level: 80 

 

Qi and blood: 200000/200000 

 

After the players of the last generation gradually played to understand what was going on in this game, 

the players knew exactly one thing. Monsters also have attribute points, and they will also increase the 

points. 

 

If the monster has more blood, then it proves that the strange attack, defense, and magic resistance are 

not high. Conversely, if the monster has less blood, then the strange attack, defense, and magic 

resistance must be very high. 

 

Elite ghosts with ultra-low health should not exist at this level. After the players of the last life cracked 

this place, they were eager to find a good place to upgrade, but when they played with the ancient 

ghosts They just realized how outrageous they were. 



 

Although the ancient ghosts had little blood, they were physically immune to magical resistances of 

nearly 20,000 points, and only sacred and chaotic damage could hit them. 

 

Undead’s attack method is a long-range spell attack with an attack power of about 50,000. Once 

attacked, it is almost certain to die. 

 

This map of the last generation has caused a lot of headaches for players. All of them saw that the 

monster ’s blood was low, but they could n’t play it. Some players once joked about one of the top ten 

monsters in the game. One of them is that the 80-level map is all human. There was no one in the 

temple. 

 

However, the game is a game after all, and the players of the national service are worthy of the name of 

bugs. After a few months, some studios found a way to crack it. 

 

Not far from the left of the entrance of the soul hall, there is a bulge at a height of 80 meters above the 

player. If the player has a way to jump to the top, he can avoid the attack. 

 

Lu Yang came under the bulge, first jumped on it with an escape dagger, and after confirming that the 

bulge could stand firmly, he jumped back to the ground, drank a bottle of Skyfury Elixir, and released the 

wall of fire on the ground. 

 

Skywrath Elixir increased sacred damage by 3,500 points. Lu Yang’s own magic damage is not enough to 

kill the ancient undead, but he can fight after taking Skywrath Elixir. 

 

The game has a bug that is not a bug. Although the potion of Skywrath lasts only 1 minute, but the spell 

used by the player within this minute will have sacred damage, and this spell includes the continuous 

spell-Wall of Fire. Surgery, even if 1 minute has passed, these fire walls still carry divine damage. 

 

Lu Yang ’s potion for Skywrath was mutated and the damage was above 5000. Soon, he arranged more 

than 100 walls of fire, turning the surrounding bulge below into a sea of fire with a range of 10 * 10. 

 

“His ~” 



 

A group of wandering souls arrived at a distance of only 50 yards from Lu Yang, and they felt abnormal. 

 

“I smelled alive.” 

 

“looking around.” 

 

… 

 

The ghosts scattered and looked for. 

 

Lu Yang watched five or six undead souls walk towards his position. He fired his blazing fast skills, his 

body flashed white, appeared 50 yards behind these five or six undead souls, and ran into the hall of all 

souls. 

 

The first half of the Temple of All Souls is a huge hall, and a large number of undead gathered in it. 

 

“His ~~~” 

 

Hundreds of undead found Lu Yang and flew after him. 

 

Lu Yang ran along the outside of the strange group, he looked almost, turned and ran to the raised 

position, just right, a group of ancient souls at the door did not find Lu Yang and walked back, and 

collided with Lu Yang. 

 

“Break through the Hall of Ten Thousand Souls, you **** it!” Said the strange roar of a captain in the 

squad. 

 

Lu Yang gave him a mark, his body flashed white, and he jumped out of the monster’s encirclement, ran 

under the bump, threw an escape dagger, and jumped over the bump. 

 



He looked back. At this time he could see clearly. Just now he had attracted almost one or two thousand 

monsters. These were enough fire walls to burn them to death. 

 

The ancient ghosts saw Lu Yang jump on the bulge, wandering under the bulge, and entered the attack 

range of the fire wall. 

 

These dead souls had an attack range of only 30 yards and could not hit Lu Yang standing at a height of 

50 yards, so they all gathered inside the wall of fire. 

 

“5250” 

 

“5250” 

 

… 

 

An injury rose inside the wall of fire. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t feel fast enough, took a bottle of Skywrath Elixir, waved his staff, and a reddish meteor 

fell down. 

 

“Meteorite Impact” 

 

The crimson meteorite rolled into the strange group, each additional 5000 additional spell damage. The 

ancient dead souls had a total of 200,000 blood, and died after burning for 40 seconds. Lu Yang used the 

meteorite impact to speed up the attack and kill in less than 20 seconds. A strange wave of death. 

 

The system prompts: You have gained 60162 experience points (among which, you have 30131 

experience in cross-level fighting). 

 

… 

 



Lu Yang took a look at his experience slot, almost did not move, there is no way, his level has reached 

65, if you want to upgrade again, you need 5 billion experience. 

 

If you want to upgrade from 65 to 66, even if you are killing these 80 elite monsters, you must kill more 

than 80,000. 

 

Tu Feng called and said: “The silk language just contacted me and said that she wanted to admit defeat. 

Let us let her go.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “If we were in his position, would he let us go alive, this woman is a poisonous snake, and 

must not be let go. Tell him that the only way out is to dissolve the guild and exit the game. I will not 

give him the first Two ways. “ 

 

Tu Feng said, “Okay, I’ll reply to him now.” 

 

Tu Feng also disapproves of letting go of the silk language, no matter from the rational or emotional 

point of view, he helped Li Xiuyu to cheat Lan Yu’s feelings for him, and no one in the iron blood brother 

alliance can tolerate her. 

 

Outside Beifeng City. 

 

White lion and muddy wine chased down the men under the silk language around the city. At present, 

the guild of Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu have been separated. The part of Wang Teng was taken away by Liu 

Jie, and Li Xiuyu was at a loss in the hall of the guild. , 芊芊 Si language independent support. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Mai Lizhe and the ancient king besieged Nikko City, fighting against the hegemons in the wild, and the 

hegemons and Ma Lizhe were beaten somewhat uncomfortably. 

 

Bian Wujie lays down the Iron King City. Lonely half moon and the sword killing **** are not convinced. 

Both of them take Guild players to fight against Bian Wujie. 

 



On the orc side, Tianyao is more fortunate than Lu Yang. By taking advantage of the gap between 

Luyang and Wang Teng, Tianyao defeated his biggest rival in the orc and seized three forts, which is the 

third possession in the server. The boss of the six fortresses. 

 

But unlike Lu Yang and Ma Lizhe, there are no more powerful enemies around Tianyao ’s six fortresses. 

Next, he has only time to lay down the entire Orc. 

 

Elf clan, Liu Jie was furious this time. Wang Teng lost his worth of more than a billion yuan, putting him 

under tremendous pressure in the family, even his father was very dissatisfied with him. 

 

The news came back from Xue Yiming. At present, Xue Yiming has left Wang Teng’s control with his own 

strength and officially entered Liu Jie’s side and became a guard. 

 

Not long ago, Xue Yiming’s identity was found by Liu Jie. Liu Jie thought that Xue Yiming’s background 

was problematic, but his skill was good and he could easily control the wait for exactly what he needed. 

He brought Xue Yiming to his side and sent someone to give his mother a gift. Xue Yiming surrendered 

with 100,000 cash. 

 

Lu Yang sat in the bug position of Wanhundian, watching the monsters below, watching the latest 

developments in the server, and constantly communicating with the spies Tu Feng installed in various 

places. 

 

Throughout the night, Lu Yang didn’t rest. By the next morning, Lu Yang had finished the next wave of 

monsters, the level rose to 66, and the battle of the national service was basically over. 

 

“Boss, 芊芊 丝 语 and Li Xiuyu both quit the game.” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How many people are there in their guild?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “At present, there are only some elites who have signed up for wages the rest of the 

players have basically left the association.” 

 



Lu Yang nodded, and he was satisfied that he could reach that level, and asked, “What happened to the 

other main cities?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Liang Yun ended the confrontation, Liu Jie also retired, Tianyao went offline, and the 

battle between Tiewang City, Sunlight City and Jianyang City continued.” 

 

Lu Yang stretched a lazy waist and said, “It’s a sleepless night. Let everyone rest for a while. I’m too tired 

to play, and I will let the old man take over from us.” 

 

“Old man late?” Tu Feng asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “He has my phone, he can call me at any time, rest assured, he will not be our threat, we 

can develop together.” 

 

Tu Feng’s impression of the old man is not very good. Old man of the old age has harmed the Iron 

Brotherhood several times before. If it was not resolved by Lu Yang, the Iron Brotherhood would have 

failed. What, nodded promised and left. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 820 - Fast grading 

  

A whole day. 

 

Lu Yang was sleeping and resting. He didn’t wake up until the afternoon. Vice-chairmen such as Xia 

Yuwei and Bai Shi took turns to rest. At this time, they all logged in to the game. 

 

“Boss, how did you get to level 66?” Asked bitter love for a long time. 

 



Everyone opened the ranking list, only to find that Lu Yang returned to the top ten of the ranking list. All 

the people in front of Lu Yang were rushing madmen and willing to spend money. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The number one now is Liu Jie, level 69. Look, I overtook him within half a month.” 

 

“Boss, have you found a good place to upgrade?” Sun Yu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I have entered a special upgrade map, and the experience is quite impressive. You 

arrange for people to stare at the silk language and his men, and the rest go to upgrade.” 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

… 

 

In the next few days, the national clothing was still in a turbulent period. The war between all ethnic 

groups stopped, but the sweeping work was not over. Many players in the failed guild were unwilling to 

fight, and small-scale battles spread all over the server. 

 

Lu Yang played for 5 days in the Wanhundian, and the level rushed to level 71. On the evening of the 6th 

day, when it was almost level 72, Tu Feng called and said, “Boss, go to lùntán, something happened. . “ 

 

“What’s wrong?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Liu Jie invited people to buy people’s hearts. He announced the construction method of the wild 

fortress on lùntán, and Liang Yun announced that he would cancel the hostile relationship with him.” Tu 

Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang hesitated, opened lùntán, and saw that there were news from Liu Jie and news from Liang Yun. 

 

Lu Yang took out the phone and called Liang Yun. After two beeps, the call was connected. 

 



“Brother, what’s the matter with me?” Liang Yun asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Brother, you won’t really dissolve the hostile relationship with Liu Jie.” 

 

Liang Yun said: “No way, my guild will also survive. Since Liu Jie is willing to relax the relationship and 

share such a big secret, all of me do not agree to continue the war with Liu Jie. I am alone No way. “ 

 

Lu Yang is a little speechless. He knows what Liang Yun means. He complains that he didn’t tell him the 

secret of the wild fortress, but can he say this? If he said it earlier, let Liu Jie send someone to know 

secretly. Liu Jie will Will develop rapidly. 

 

“I don’t want to tell you, I’m just afraid that someone under you can’t control it and sell this secret to Liu 

Jie. I originally wanted to tell you this secret after Liu Jie was killed.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Liang Yun smiled and said, “Brother, don’t blame my brother I don’t talk about morality. Now all the vice 

presidents and chiefs of my army are grateful for Liu Jie’s help. I don’t want to fight anymore. All my 

mind is raising money to build a fort in the wild It ’s true that I ’m making money. In the future, let ’s 

stop the partnership between Liu Jie and let ’s not mention it. 

 

“Beep, beep, beep” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the phone in surprise, Liang Yun even hung up. 

 

Inside a special space. 

 

Tu Feng, Xia Yuwei and others are discussing the impact of this incident. The light flashed and Lu Yang 

appeared in a special space. 

 

“Boss, what did Liang Yun say?” Tu Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Liang Yun told me that his alliance with us to deal with Liu Jie was lifted. I am afraid that 

Liu Jie will come and hit us in the future, and Liang Yun will help him.” 



 

“Hey, why is this person like this? Mothers have milk,” scolded bitterly. 

 

“We didn’t help Liang Yun before. How could he be so indifferent?” Zhou Tianming said uncomfortably. 

 

Lu Yang said: “No way, who makes Liu Jie better? Let’s work hard. Liu Jie found out how to build a wild 

fortress. He won’t go to war with us for the time being, he will build the fortresses first. . “ 

 

“Boss don’t have to worry, we have been killed by the lingering troops, and there are no more enemies 

within our sphere of influence.” White Lion said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “No matter what they are, we will continue to upgrade. If we want to defeat Liu Jie, the 

first one to be destroyed is Ma Lizhe. Everyone is ready. I will start a war with Ma Lizhe after a while. “ 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

Exiting from a special space, Lu Yang continued to upgrade. In order to upgrade faster, Lu Yang simply 

used a forbidden attack to attract hundreds of thousands of ancient souls at one time. 

 

The old man from the twilight called and said, “Boy, don’t worry about Liang Yun’s rebellion. If you need 

additional investment, I believe in your strength.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Father, please rest assured, everyone is looking down on me right now, just 

right, I am at ease, and after a month, I will let everyone know what they are doing wrong.” 

 

The old man in the twilight laughed and said, “Have you found a solution?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “There is no way. The soldiers came to cover the water from the soil. This was how the 

Jagged Brothers Alliance developed in the first place. In the future, Jie Brothers will likewise push all the 

enemies in front.” 

 



The old man in the twilight nodded understandably and said, “No wonder the Brotherhood of Iron and 

Blood is so fierce. It turns out that you are the boss’s temperament here. I don’t ask you any more. If 

you need any help from me, please tell me Just fine. “ 

 

Lu Yang thought about it and said, “I really have to ask you a favor.” 

 

“What is it?” The old man asked, and Lu Yang was able to use support words to show that the matter 

was great. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You have many contacts in Modu. I would like to ask if you have any connections with the 

police?” 

 

The old man said, “The director grew up with my son from an early age. This level is not enough.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Enough. When I just defeated Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu, I received an official 

email. They hoped that I would be able to participate in an official interview they organized in a few 

days. This is a public interview. , I’ll be on TV. “ 

 

“This is a good thing, your kid has become a star, and more players can gather.” The old man said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Although good things are good things, I suspect that Wang Teng and Liu Jie will send 

someone to come to my trouble. I hope you can let that director find two capable people to protect 

me.” 

 

The old man said, “There should be no problem with this. You really need someone’s special protection. 

You want a lot of your life. How many people have lost your money?” 

 

Not to mention that Wang Teng and Liu Jie’s billions of dollars hit the water, the Li Xiuyu family invested 

more than 2 billion, but also disappeared because of defeat to Lu Yang, and the sword killing **** of 

Iron King City, which one is not hate Lu Yang hated to die. I really knew that Lu Yang had come to the 

visit. He hadn’t come to Lu Yang to take revenge. He told others that no one believed it. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I don’t want to do this either, but they mess with me first.” 



 

The old man in the twilight said, “Don’t care, it’s not the enemy who is doing the big things, the habit is 

just fine. You are only a few enemies. There are many more enemies than you.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “You are open-minded, I will learn from you.” 

 

The old man in the twilight is proud of how he defeated all the enemies when he was doing business, 

and made the business to the scale of today. He said to Lu Yang, and finally said intently: “I will tell you 

more when you come, I Let’s go to Lexus and let the kid get it for you. “ 

 

“Thank you,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Turning off the intercom, Lu Yang’s eyes became sharp. He exited the game and came to the security 

room to find the black and white. He said, “How have your brothers been doing recently, have you been 

slack?” 

 

Black and White said: “Be on the battlefield at all times, rest assured, boss, we are not a group of people 

who can enjoy a comfortable life.” 

 

They gave their relatives a comfortable life, and they were ready to die at any time. 

 

Lu Yang patted him on the shoulder and said, “Tell my brothers, five days later, Wang Teng is very likely 

to come to nshā me, you must be prepared. This time the danger is very high. The enemy has a gun. We 

have no gun. . “ 

 

Black and white eyes became sharp and said, “The boss is assured that we will protect you well.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, flung his sleeve on his right hand, and the left side was far above the wall 15 meters 

away. He flew to the center of the red heart, his black and white eyes widened. 

 

“Boss, you.” Black and White said unbelievably. 

 



Lu Yang said: “The average person can’t help me, don’t say it.” 

 

Hei nodded in black and white. He always thought that Lu Yang didn’t know **** people. But when he 

saw Lu Yang throwing his flying knife away at the moment, the black and white felt that Lu Yang’s hands 

were no less infected than him. 

 

Lu Yang then said, “Did I buy the body armor you bought before?” 

 

“Buy it, this is what I wear.” Black and White said. 

 

Black and white wore a suit. The suit, jacket, and vest were all bulletproof vests. They were from the US 

arms company, and they were the same models worn by the president during his inaugural speech. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Give me a set, and I’ll wear him today.” 

 

He nodded in black and white, personally went to the warehouse to get a set for Lu Yang. After Lu Yang 

changed, there was no problem, he returned to the room and continued to upgrade. 

 

Five days later, Lu Yang’s level rose to 76. This level has far surpassed everyone. Liu Jie’s level stopped at 

72, ranking second, and 4 levels behind him. 

 

Early in the morning At the studio door, Lu Yang said to everyone: “Don’t give it away, I just go to an 

interview show, there is no need to be so grand.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “Not the same. When you come back, you will become a big star, but not an ordinary 

person.” 

 

Everybody laughed. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head, said goodbye to the crowd, and took two cars in black and white and 10 men to 

the airport. 

 



After getting off the plane, just after leaving the platform, Ling Zhitian personally came to pick up the 

station. There was also a man in a police uniform standing beside him. 

 

As soon as Lu Yang stepped out of the platform, Ling Zhitian saw him, beckoning and shouting, “Lu Yang, 

here.” 

 

Lu Yang saw Lei Zhitian come over with a smile, and said, “Why are you here in person.” 

 

Ling Zhitian said with a smile: “Your boy, it makes people think if you don’t see it. I’ll introduce it to you. 

This is Zhang Chao, my brother, my old man, and I told you. From today on, your safety will He’s here to 

take charge. “ 

 

 


